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AUTHOR INDEX TO LEADING ARTICLES
Explanatory Note
The figure in front of the colon refers to the volume, the
other to the page.
For authors of addresses given before the Nebraska State
Bar Association and of papers before sections of the Association,
see Index III, Bar Proceedings.
AUTHOR INDEX TO LEADING ARTICLES 1095
AUTHOR INDEX TO LEADING ARTICLES
Barlow, Robert A., Jr.
Legislative Settlement of Claims Against the State of Nebraska --29:426
Barton, John L.
The War and Aviation Clauses in Life Insurance Policy - 24:264
Baylor, John R.
The Effect of the Non-Resident Motorists Statute on
Federal Venue Provisions 32:383
Belsheim, Edmund 0.
The Constitutionality of Certain Provisions of the
Nebraska General Corporation Law 25:190
Beuiel, Frederick K.
Comparison of the Proposed Commercial Code, Article 3,
and the Negotiable Instruments Law 30:531
Law Making By Professional and Trade Associations - 34:431
Problems of Interpretation Under the Negotiable
Instruments Law 27:485
The Lag Between Scientific Discoveries and Legal Procedures -33:1
Traffic Control As Experimental Jurisprudence In Action -31:349
Bonjorni, Duncan A.
Nebraska Blue Sky Law and Oil and Gas Interests 37:383
Brown, James W. B.
The Partnership and Federal Income Taxes _ _ _31:531
Brownell, Herbert, Jr.
Press Photographers And The Courtroom-Canon Thirty-Five
And Freedom Of The Press -35:1
Caha, Jean
Nebraska: First to Revise Highway Laws With Own Staff __ 35:76
Carter, Edward F.
The Nuremburg Trials: A Turning Point In The Enforcement
of International Law -28:370
Chang, Don Mark
Labor Political Action and the Taft-Hartley Act 33:554
Clark, John D.
The Council of Economic Advisers .......- 28:530
Cline, Earl
Professional Liability 35:547
Cohen, Julius
Legislative Injustice and the Supremacy of Law 26:323
The Lawyer and the Legislative Hearing Process .33:523
Cohen, Julius and Lillian
The Divine Right of Presidents _29:416
Corrigan, Patrick E.
The Revenue Act of 1948 and Nebraska _28:62
Cowles, Willard B.
Gallegos v. Nebraska and International Law __ 31:402
International Law in Inland States: A Case Study - 28:387
Revision of the United Nations Charter and the
Development of the Law 33:35
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Curtis, Carl T.
The Procedure of Enacting a Revenue Bill 31:552
Danielson, Lester
Ground Water In Nebraska 35:17
Davies, Thomas M.
The Valuation of Good Will As Affected By Personal Abilities,
Attributes, Skill, Acquaintanceship, And Other Personal
Characteristics of Individuals 31:559
Davis, Clarence A.
A Case On Appeal-The Advocate's Point of View - - 33:538
Inter-Relationships of Nebraska's Public Power Agencies -30:416
Davis, Lowell C.
Some Practical Aspects of Oil and Gas Title Examinations
in Nebraska 34:1
Delehant, John W.
The Pre-Trial Conference in Practical Employment:
Its Scope and Technique 28:1
Dow, David
Nebraska and the Minimum Standards of Judicial
Administration _30:29
The Right to Plead Inconsistent Defenses 28:29
Doyle, James A.
Water Rights In Nebraska -29:385
Evans, Alvin E.
The Probate of Lost Wills 24:283
Fallon, Perlie P.
Some Influences of Justice Holmes' Thought on Current
Law-Insurance -26:534
Some Influences of Justice Holmes' Thought on Current
Law-The Full Faith and Credit Clause 26:367
Some Influences of Justice Holmes' Thought on Current
Law-The Police Power-Theories of Local Law 24:182
The Relation Between Analysis and Style in
American Legal Prose 28:80
Feder, Ernest
What Kind of Bankruptcy Legislation for Farmers? 35:39
Fellman, David
The Constitutional Right to Counsel in Federal Courts 30:559
The Federal Right to Counsel in State Courts 31:15
Finley, Joseph E.
Respect For Picket Lines 32:25
Finnegan, William F., Jr.
Ejectment Procedure In Nebraska 26:406
Problems and Procedure In Quiet Title Actions 26:485
Fisher, Edward C.
Modern Traffic Law Enforcement 36:258
Right of Way in Nebraska 27:515
The Restitution Suit in Nebraska -26:21
Flechner, Melvin S.
Charitable Foundations and Their Benefits 34:630
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Fox, Raymond J.
Farm Tenancies In Nebraska 26:85
Fraizer, Theodore J.
The Applicant's Misrepresentation Annotated 34:71
Franck, Thomas
The Bricker Amendment in Canada-A Rose-Coloured
Optical Illusion 34:59
Freeman, Richard M.
Regional and River Valley Public Power Development - 30:401
Gallagher, Henry M., Jr.
The Private Corporate Entity on the International Plane -34:47
Galloway, George B.
Congress in Action 28:493
Ginsburg, Joseph
The Admissibility of Business Records in Evidence 29:60
Glueck, Sheldon
By What Tribunal Shall War Offenders Be Tried? 24:143
Good, Paul F.
Judicial Determination of Interstate Disputes 26:1
Gradwohl, Janice L.
The Doctrine of Recrimination in Nebraska 37:409
Gradwohl, John M.
Comparative Negligence of an Automobile Guest-Apportion-
ment of Damages Under the Comparative Negligence
Statute 33:54
Current Issues in Probate Estate Income Tax Allocation - 37:329
Green, Milton D.
The Place of the Legal Fraternity in Legal Education 35:31
Greiher, Henry M.
Caveat Promissee: Nebraska's "New Consideration" Test
and the Anachronistic Statute of Frauds 33:577
Nebraska: First to Revise Highway Laws With Own Staff -35:76
Gromley, Charles
Baseball and the Anti-Trust Laws 34:597
Haggart, Virgil J., Jr.
Unemployment Compensation During Labor Disputes - 37:668
Hall, Jerome
Revision of Criminal Law-Objectives and Methods 33:383
Halpern, Irving W.
Probation Techniques 29:559
Hamann, Deryl F.
Nebraska "Grade A" Dairy Regulations-A Study in
Regulative Overlap 37:521
Hansen, Richard
Negro Segregation in Nebraska Schools-1860 to 1870 33:44
Harding, J. Max
Practice and Procedure Before the Nebraska State
Railway Commission 37:486
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Hays, Arihur Garfield
Rights 30:21
Henderson, James McL and William H.
Patent Licenses and the Antitrust Laws 24:225
Hochberg, Herbert
Some Clarifications in Jurisprudence 32:536
Horack, Frank E., Jr.
Legislative Adaptation of Scientific Discovery - -28:506
Huber, Walter G.
Deprivation of Parents' Rights to Custody of
Children in Civil Actions 27:399
Jackson, E. J.
The Tort Claims Act-The Federal Government Assumes
Liability in Tort -27:30
Jaffe, Sidney E.
Natural Law and the Nuremburg Trials --------- .26:90
Johnson, Philip G.
Reciprocal Trusts-A Tax Avoidance Device with
Recuperative Powers _ _ __36:564
Johnson, Roberi E., Jr.
Comparative Negligence-The Nebraska View 36:240
Kuhns, Barion H.
Trusts Under the New Code Where the Grantor Is
Treated As the Substantial Owner _34:472
Lake, James A.
Negro Segregation in Nebraska Schools-1860 to 1870 -. -33:44
Selected Problems in Contract Liability --- 32:1
Lay, Donald P.
The Use of Real Evidence .--37:501
Lenhoff, Arthur
Extra-Legislational Progress of Law: The Place of the
Judiciary in the Shaping of New Law - -28:542
Lewis, William Draper
The First Restatement of the Law and How We Did It 25:206
Ludwig, Frederick J.
Rationale of Responsibility for Young Offenders 29:521
Luedike, Roland A.
Nebraska Corporation Law, A Statutory Jungle -36:368
Malison, C. Russell
Tax Lien Foreclosures in Nebraska _24:320
Matzke, Gerald E.
Special Findings and Special Verdicts in Nebraska _ --- 35:523
McCabe, Rev. William H.
The Ministry of the Law -- -28:99
McCown, Hale
Tax Pitfalls in Divorce, Alimony and Separate Maintenance -31:509
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McGeary, M. Nelson
The Congressional Power of Investigation 28:516
McNish, J. Hammond
Joinder and Splitting of Causes of Action in Nebraska 26:42
Merril, Maurice H.
Election (Undisclosed Agency) Revisited 34:613
Meyer, Clarence A. H.
Analysis of Business Lotteries and Promotions in Nebraska -34:447
Miller, Jack R.
Current Tax Problems of Farmers 29:1
Modesiti, Leland E.
Exemptions From Registration Under the Securities Act of 1933 27:43
Moore, Winsor C.
Effective Utilization of a Questioned Document Examiner __ 37:552
Moreland, Roy
The Use of Force in Effecting or Resisting Arrest 33:408
Morgan, E. D.
The Variance Problem 32:357
Morgan, Robert D.
Improvement of the Processes of Collective Bargaining - 26:346
Morgan, Robert J.
Federal Loyalty-Security Removals, 1946-1956 36:412
Nielsen, Fred K.
International Reclamations 28:357
North, John E.
Corporate Distributions of Appreciated Property-
A Comment on Policy 36:528
Orfield, Lester B.
Improving Probation in Nebraska 26:69
The Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure 26:570
Packard, Frank E.
Problems Arising From An Attempt to Amend the Constitu-
tion By Convention Concerning the Limiting of Income
Tax Rates to Twenty-five Percent 31:407
Paul, Julius
Jerome Frank's Attack on the "Myth" of Legal Certainty -36:547
Penstone, Giles H.
Public Power Districts and Cooperatives-Their
Contribution to Rural Electrification 30:442
Perlman, Philip B.
The Genocide Convention 30:1
Peterson, Val
Civil Defense and Law 35:417
Civil Defense and Law, Part II 35:556
Phillips, Paul A.
Some Aspects of the Taxation of Partners and Partnerships
Under the New Internal Revenue Code 34:25
1100 AUTHOR INDEX TO LEADING ARTICLES
Pospishil, Lloyd L.
The 'Dead Man's Statute" in Nebraska 31:1
Potamkin, Lawrence
Public Power and the Federal Government 30:375
Pressman, Lee
Improvement of the Processes of Collective Bargaining - 26:355
Rathbun, Robert H.
The Significance of House and Senate Rules in
Construing Federal Appropriation Acts 26:391
Rathvon, Nathaniel Peter, Jr.
Washingtonians and Roumanians 27:375
Ravenscroft, Donald R.
Vaccination, Smallpox and the Law-An Experiment
in Scientific Jurisprudence -32:547
Remington, Frank J.
Criminal Law Revision-Codification vs. Piecemeal Amendment-33:396
Robson, Reginald A. H.
The Lawyer and the Legislative Hearing Process 33:523
Samore, William
The World Court Statute and Impartiality of the Judges -- 34:618
Seacrest, Joe R.
Fertility Tables-A Method To Resolve The Tax Valuation
of Property Transfer Containing Birth Contingencies ---- 29:17
Shawcross, Sir Hartley
The Constitutional Structure of the United Nations 30:11
Shokes, Claude D.
Possible Treatment In Nebraska of a Lessee's Interest
Under An Oil and Gas Lease -31:374
Sloan, F. Blaine
Comparative International and Municipal Law Sanctions - -27:1
Reparation for Injury to Agents of the United Nations 28:401
Solomon, Jack, Jr.
Vaccination, Smallpox and the Law-An Experiment
in Scientific Jurisprudence 32:547
Spear, William W.
Review of Tax Assessments Involving Individual
Owners of Real Property 32:395
Srb, Hugo F.
Claims Filed With The Sundry Claims Board 29:72
Steininger, Robert J.
The Effect of the Non-Resident Motorists Statute on
Federal Venue Provisions 32:383
Sternberg, William
The Road to Freedom 24:245
The Foundation of a New Labor Code 24:308
Swindler, William F.
Commentary on Press Photographers and the Courtroom __ .35:13
Ethics in Legal Practice in Nebraska-A Comparative Analysis_37:703
The Right to Work, A Decade of Development 36:276
AUTHOR INDEX TO LEADING ARTICLES 1101
Tappan, Paul W.
Unofficial Delinquency 29:547
Teeters, Negley K.
Institutional Treatment of Juvenile Delinquents 29:577
Thatcher, Herbert S.
Respect for Picket Lines 32:25
Tracy, Howard E.
Community Leases, Pooling Clauses and Agreements
Not to Compete 37:308
Turner, George
Nebraska and the Minimum Standards of Judicial
Administration 30:29
Vold, Lawrence
War Power 24:168
Votava, Joseph T.
A More Perfect Union 96:382
Watson, B. Frank
The Problem of Income Tax In Community Property States -- 27:541
Weigel, Stanley A.
The Fifth Amendment and the Lawyer's Responsibility - 34:586
White, Lee C.
Musical Copyrights v. The Anti-Trust Laws 30:50
Wilson, John
Words Necessary for Creation of a Joint Tenancy 34:67
Winter, Arthur B.
A Critique of School District Reorganization in Nebraska -37:736
Municipal Home Rule, A Progress Report? 36:447
Wolff, Frederick L.
Is There Any Nebraska Doctrine of "Equity in Favor
of Sureties?" 27:390
Woodruff, Judson S.
The Japanese Lawyer 35:429
Woten, Harold E.
Some Common Errors in Articles of Incorporation and Other
Corporate Documents to be Filed in the Office of the
Secretary of State 26:96
Wright, Flavel A.
Taxation of "Income in Respect of a Decedent" 31:522
The Nebraska Apportionment Act 32:517
Use of Life Insurance in Estate Planning Under
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 34:459
Wright, Loyd
The Lawyer's Responsibility and the Fifth Amendment 34:573
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TITLE INDEX TO LEADING ARTICLES
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The figure in front of the colon refers to the volume, the
other to the page.
Titles are arranged alphabetically.
For addresses given before the Nebraska State Bar Assoc-
iation and papers before sections of the Association, see Index
III, Bar Proceedings.
TITLE INDEX TO LEADING ARTICLES 1105
TITLE INDEX TO LEADING ARTICLES
ACTIONS
Joinder and Splitting of Causes of Action in Nebraska.
J. Hammond McNish 26:42
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
See also Labor Law and Legislation
Exemptions From Registration Under the Securities Act
of 1933. Leland E. Modesitt 27:43
The Council of Economic Advisers. John D. Clark 28:530
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT
Legislative Injustice and the Supremacy of "Law" (An
Appraisal of the Federal Administrative Procedure Act).
Julius Cohen 26:323
Nebraska "Grade A" Dairy Regulation-A Study in
Regulative Overlap. Deryl F. Hamann 37:521
Practice and Procedure Before the Nebraska State Railway
Commission. J. Max Harding 37:486
AGENCY
Election (Undisclosed Agency) Revisited. Maurice H. Merrill -34:613
AGRICULTURE
See Bankruptcy and Taxation
ANTI-TRUST LAWS
Baseball and the Anti-Trust Laws. Charles Gromley - 34:597
ATTORNEYS
See Legal Education and Constitutional Law
Ethics in Legal Practice in Nebraska: A Comparative
Analysis. William F. Swindler 37:703
BANKRUPTCY
What Kind of Bankruptcy Legislation for Farmers?
Ernest Feder -__35:39
CHARITABLE FOUNDATIONS
Charitable Foundations and Their Benefits. Melvin S. Flechner1'34:630
CIVIL PROCEDURE
See Practice and Procedure
CIVIL DEFENSE
Civil Defense and Law. Val Peterson _34:417
Civil Defense and Law, Part II. Val Peterson ___ 35:556
CONGRESS
Congress in Action. George B. Galloway 28:493
The Congressional Power of Investigation.
M. Nelson McGeary 28:516
The Significance of House and Senate Rules in Construing
Federal Appropriation Acts. Robert H. Rathbun _ ____26:391
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
Federal Loyalty-Security Removals, 1946-1956.
Robert J. Morgan - 36:412
Negro Segregation in Nebraska Schools-1860 to 1870.
James A. Lake and Richard Hansen 33:44
TITLE INDEX TO LEADING ARTICLES
Problems Arising From An Attempt to Amend the Constitu-
tion By Convention Concerning the Limiting of Income Tax
Rates To Twenty-five Percent. Frank E. Packard 31:407
Rights. Arthur Garfield Hays 30:21
Some Influences of Justice Holmes' Thought On Current Law
-The Full Faith and Credit Clause. Perlie P. Fallon - 26:367
The Constitutional Right to Counsel in Federal Courts.
David Fellman 30:559
The Constitutional Structure of the United Nations.
Sir Hartley Shawcross 30:11
The Divine Right of Presidents. Julius and Lillian Cohen -29:416
The Federal Right to Counsel in State Courts. David Fellman_31:15
The Fifth Amendment and the Lawyer's Responsibility.
Stanley A. Weigel 34:586
The Lawyer's Responsibility and the Fifth Amendment.
Loyd Wright 34:573
The Right to Work, A Decade of Development.
William F. Swindler 36:276
CONTRACTS
Caveat Promissee: Nebraska's "New Consideration" Test and
the Anachronistic Statute of Frauds. Henry M. Grether __ 33:577
Community Leases, Pooling Clauses and Agreements Not
to Compete. Howard E. Tracy .37:308
Selected Problems in Contract Liability. James A. Lake - 32:1
COPYRIGHT
Musical Copyrights v. The Anti-Trust Laws. Lee C. White -30:50
CORPORATIONS
Corporate Distributions of Appreciated Property-A Comment
on Policy. John E. North 36:528
Nebraska Corporation Law, A Statutory Jungle.
Roland A. Luedtke _-- 36:368
Some Common Errors in Articles of Incorporation and Other
Corporate Documents to be Filed in the Office of the Sec-
retary of State. Harold E. Woten ___26:96
The Constitutionality of Certain Provisions of the Nebraska
General Corporation Law. Edmund 0. Belsheim --- - -25:190
The Private Corporate Entity on the International Plane.
Henry M. Gallagher, Jr. __34:47
COURTS
See Federal Courts
CRIMINAL LAW AND PROCEDURE
Criminal Law Revision-Codification vs. Piecemeal
Amendment. Frank J. Remington 33:396
Improving Probation in Nebraska. Lester B. Orfield 26:69
Institutional Treatment of Juvenile Delinquents.
Negley K. Teeters 29:577
Probation Techniques. Irving W. Halpern .29:559
Rationale of Responsibility for Young Offenders.
Frederick J. Ludwig _29:521
Revision of Criminal Law-Objectives and Methods.
Jerome Hall ___33:383
The Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure. Lester B. Orfield -26:570
The Use of Force in Effecting or Resisting Arrest.
Roy Moreland _33:408
Unofficial Delinquency. Paul W. Tappan - 29:547
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TITLE INDEX TO LEADING ARTICLES 1107
DOMESTIC RELATIONS
Deprivation of Parents' Right to Custody of Children
in Civil Actions. Walter G. Huber 27:399
The Doctrine of Recrimination in Nebraska.
Janice L. Gradwohl 37:409
DOCUMENTS
Effective Utilization of a Questioned Document Examiner.
Winsor C. Moore 37:552
EQUITY
Is There Any Nebraska Doctrine of "Equity in Favor of
Sureties"? Frederick L. Wolff 27:390
ESTATE PLANNING
See also Taxation and Trusts
Current Issues in Probate Estate Income Tax Allocation.
John M. Gradwohl 37:329
Use of Life Insurance in Estate Planning Under the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954. Flavel A. Wright 34:459
EVIDENCE
The Admissibility of Business Records in Evidence.
Joseph Ginsburg 29:60
The "Dead Man's Statute" in Nebraska. Lloyd L. Pospishil -31:1
The Use of Real Evidence. Donald P. Lay 37:501
FEDERAL COURTS
Washingtonians and Roumanians. Nathaniel Peter
Rathvon, Jr. and Arthur John Keeffe 27:375
FORECLOSURES
See also Real Property and Taxation
Tax Lien Foreclosure in Nebraska. C. Russell Mattson ___24:320
FREEDOM
The Road to Freedom. William Sternberg 24:245
GENOCIDE
See also International Law
The Genocide Convention. Philip B. Perlman 30:1
GOOD WILL
The Valuation of Good Will as Affected by Personal Abilities,
Attributes, Skill, Acquaintanceship, and Other Personal
Characteristics of Individuals. Thomas M. Davies 31:559
HIGHWAY LAWS
Nebraska: First to Revise Highway Laws With Own
Staff. Henry Grether and Jean Caha 35:76
Right of Way in Nebraska. Edward C. Fisher 27:515
INSTRUCTIONS
See Jury
INSURANCE
Some Influences of Justice Holmes' Thought on Current
Law-Insurance. Perlie P. Fallon 26:534
The Applicant's Misrepresentation Annotated.
Theodore J. Fraizer 34:71
The War and Aviation Clauses in Life Insurance Policy.
John L. Barton 24:264
INTERNATIONAL LAW AND RELATIONS
See also War
A More Perfect Union. Joseph T. Votava 26:382
TITLE INDEX TO LEADING ARTICLES
Comparative International and Municipal Law Sanctions.
F. Blaine Sloan ____ ___ _27:1
Gallegos v. Nebraska and International Law.
Willard B. Cowles ..... _31:402
International Law in Inland States: A Case Study.
Willard B. Cowles _____28:387
International Reclamations. Fred K. Nielsen ____ _28:357
Reparation for Injury to Agents of the United Nations.
F. Blaine Sloan - _ __________28:401
Revision of the United Nations Charter and the
Development of the Law. Willard B. Cowles _________33:35
The Nuremburg Trials. A Turning Point in the Enforcement
of International Law. Edward F. Carter _______28:370
INTERSTATE DISPUTES
Judicial Determination of Interstate Disputes. Paul F. Good -26:1
JUDICIARY
Extra-Legislational Progress of Law: The Place of the
Judiciary in the Shaping of New Law. Arthur Lenhoff ______28:542
Jerome Frank's Attack on the "Myth" of Legal Certainty.
Julius Paul ._36:547
Nebraska and the Minimum Standards of Judicial
Administration. George Turner and David Dow .30:29
The World Court Statute and Impartiality of the Judges.
William Samore __34:618
JURISPRUDENCE
Some Clarification in Jurisprudence. Herbert Hochberg -- 32:536
The Ministry of the Law. Rev. William H. McCabe __ _28:99
The Relation Between Analysis and Style in American
Legal Prose. Perlie P. Fallon _28:80
Traffic Control as Experimental Jurisprudence in Action.
Frederick K. Beutel -_____ 31:349
Vaccination, Smallpox and the Law-An Experiment in
Scientific Jurisprudence.
Donald R. Ravenscroft and Jack Solomon, Jr. _32:547
JURY
Special Findings and Special Verdicts in Nebraska.
Gerald E. Matzke ..__ .35:523
Standardized Instructions to Juries-Adopted By The
Association of District Judges of Nebraska __24:199, 26:629, 33:124
JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
See Criminal Law and Procedure
LABOR LAW
Improvement of the Processes of Collective Bargaining.
Robert D. Morgan 26:346
Lee Pressman __26:355
Labor Political Action and the Taft-Hartley Act.
Don Mark Chang .33:554
Respect for Picket Lines. Herbert S. Thatcher and
Joseph E. Finley --- -32:25
The Foundation of a New Labor Code. William Sternberg --- 24:308
The Right to Work, A Decade of Development.
William F. Swindler - -36:259
Unemployment Compensation During Labor Disputes.
Virgil J. Haggart, Jr. __ _36:688
LANDLORD AND TENANT
See Oil and Gas Leases and Real Property
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TITLE INDEX TO LEADING ARTICLES 1109
LAW ENFORCEMENT
Modern Traffic Law Enforcement. Edward C. Fisher - 36:258
LAWS
Some Influences of Justice Holmes' Thought on Current Law-
The Police Power-Theories of Local Law. Perlie P. Fallon 24:182
The First Restatement of the Law and How We Did It.
William Draper Lewis 25:206
LEGAL EDUCATION
The Japanese Lawyer. Judson S. Woodruff 35:429
The Place of the Legal Fraternity in Legal Education.
Milton D. Green 35:31
LEGISLATION
A Critique of School District Reorganization in Nebraska.
Arthur B. Winter 37:736
Legislative Adaptation of Scientific Discovery.
Frank E. Horack, Jr. - 28:506
The Lag Between Scientific Discoveries and Legal
Procedures. Frederick K. Beutel 33:1
The Lawyer and the Legislative Hearing Process.
Julius Cohen and Reginald A. H. Robson 33:523
LEGISLATURE
Claims Filed With The Sundry Claims Board. Hugo F. Srb -- 29:72
Legislative Settlement of Claims Against the State
of Nebraska. Robert A. Barlow, Jr. 29:426
LOBBYING"
Law Making By Professional and Trade Associations.
Frederick K. Beutel 34:431
LOTTERIES
Analysis of Business Lotteries and Promotions in Nebraska.
Clarence A. H. Meyer 34:447
MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS
Municipal Home Rule, A Progress Report? Arthur B. Winter -36:447
NATURAL LAW
Natural Law and the Nuremburg Trials. Sidney E. Jaffee ___ 26:90
NEGLIGENCE
See also Torts
Comparative Negligence of an Automobile Guest-
Apportionment of Damages Under the Comparative
Negligence Statute. John M. Gradwohl 33:54
Comparative Negligence-The Nebraska View.
Robert E. Johnson, Jr. 36:240
NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS
Comparison of the Proposed Commercial Code, Article 3,
And The Negotiable Instruments Law. Frederick K. Beutel.30:531
Problems of Interpretation Under The Negotiable
Instruments Law. Frederick K. Beutel 27:485
OIL AND GAS LEASES
Community Leases, Pooling Clauses and Agreements
Not to Compete. Howard E. Tracy 37:308
Nebraska Blue Sky Law and Oil and Gas Interests.
Duncan A. Bonjorni - 37:383
Possible Treatment in Nebraska of a Lessee's Interest Under
An Oil and Gas Lease. Claude D. Shokes 31:374
TITLE INDEX TO LEADING ARTICLES
PARTNERSHIPS
See also Taxation
Some Aspects of the Taxation of Partners and Partnerships
Under the New Internal Revenue Code. Paul A. Phillips -34:25
The Partnership and Federal Income Taxes.
James W. R. Brown -31:531
PATENTS
Patent Licenses and the Anti-Trust Laws.
James McI. Henderson and William H. Henderson 24:225
PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS
Professional Liability. Earl Cline 35:547
POLICE POWER
See Laws
PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE
A Case on Appeal-The Advocate's Point of View.
Clarence A. Davis __33:538
The Effect of the Non-Resident Motorists Statute on
Federal Venue Provisions.
John R. Baylor and Robert J. Steininger 32:383
The Right to Plead Inconsistent Defenses. David Dow _____28:29
The Variance Problem. E. D. Morgan 32:357
PRINCIPAL AND AGENT
See Agency
PROBATE LAW
See Wills
PROBATION
See Criminal Law And Procedure
PROCESS
See Criminal Law And Procedure
PUBLIC UTILITIES
Inter-Relationships of Nebraska's Public Power Agencies.
Clarence A. Davis -_-30:416
Public Power and the Federal Government.
Lawrence Potamkin 30:375
Public Power Districts and Cooperatives-Their Contribution
to Rural Electrification. Giles H. Penstone 30:442
Regional and River Valley Public Power Development.
Richard M. Freeman _30:401
REAL PROPERTY
Ejectment Procedure in Nebraska. William F. Finnegan, Jr. -26:406
Farm Tenancies in Nebraska. Raymond J. Fox --26:85
Problems and Procedure in Quiet Title Actions.
William F. Finnegan, Jr. 26:485
The Restitution Suit in Nebraska. Edward C. Fisher 26:21
Words Necessary for Creation of a Joint Tenancy.
John Wilson 34:67
SALES
See Contracts
SECURITIES
See Administrative Law
III0
TITLE INDEX TO LEADING ARTICLES
TAXATION
Current Tax Problems of Farmers. Jack R. Miller 29:1
Fertility Tables-A Method to Resolve the Tax Valuation
of Property Transfer Containing Birth Contingencies.
Joe R. Seacrest 29:17
Review of Tax Assessments Involving Individual Owners
of Real Property. William W. Spear 32:395
Taxation of "Income In Respect Of A Decedent".
Flavel A. Wright 31:522
Tax Pitfalls In Divorce, Alimony and Separate
Maintenance. Hale McCown 31:509
The Nebraska Apportionment Act. Flavel A. Wright - 32:517
The Problem of Income Tax in Community Property States.
B. Frank Watson 27:541
The Procedure of Enacting a Revenue Bill. Carl T. Curtis -31:552
The Revenue Act of 1948 and Nebraska. Patrick E. Corrigan -28:62
TITLE EXAMINATION
Some Practical Aspects of Oil and Gas Title Examinations
in Nebraska. Lowell C. Davis 34:1
TORTS
See also Negligence
The Tort Claims Act-The Federal Government Assumes
Liability in Tort. E. J. Jackson 27:30
TREATIES
The Bricker Amendment in Canada-A Rose-Coloured
Optical Illusion. Thomas Franck 34:59
TRIALS AND TRIAL PRACTICE
Commentary on Press Photographers and the Courtroom.
William F. Swindler 35:13
Press Photographers and the Courtroom-Canon Thirty-five
and Freedom of the Press. Herbert Brownell, Jr. 35:1
The Pre-Trial Conference in Practical Employment:
Its Scope and Technique. John W. Delehant 28:1
TRUSTS
Trusts Under the New Code Where the Grantor Is Treated
As the Substantial Owner. Barton H. Kuhns 34:472
Reciprocal Trusts-A Tax Avoidance Device With
Recuperative Powers. Philip G. Johnson 36:564
VENUE
See Practice and Procedure
VERDICTS
See Jury
WAR
By What Tribunal Shall War Offenders Be Tried?
Sheldon Glueck 24:143
War Power. Lawrence Vold 24:168
WATER AND WATER COURSES
Ground Water in Nebraska. Lester Danielson 35:17
Water Rights in Nebraska. James A. Doyle 29:385
WILLS
The Probate of Lost Wills. Alvin E. Evans 24:283
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Review bound volume, the other to the page.
This index includes addresses made before the Association;
papers presented before sections of the Association; symposiums
conducted before the Association; reports of special committees;
and special reports. It does not include routine proceedings,
minutes, by-laws, constitutions, resolutions, standing committee
reports and similar material.
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INDEX TO BAR PROCEEDINGS
1. ADDRESSES BEFORE THE ASSOCIATION
(a) Annual Addresses of Presidents
1945 Falloon, Virgil
Address -25:7
1946 Good, Paul F.
A Jurisprudence for Nebraska 26:147
1947 Votava, Joseph T.
The Lawyer In The Modern Era 27:135
1948 Beatty. Robert H.
Address 28:172
1949 Shotwell, Abel V.
Address 29:163
1950 Moyer, Earl J.
Address 30:141
1951 Davis, Clarence A.
Address 31:133
1952 Hastings, George B.
Address 32:142
1953 Williams, Laurens
Address 33:143
1954 Cronin, J. D.
Address 34:217
1955 Wilson, John J.
Address 35:199
1956 Aten, Wilber S.
Address 36:48
1957 Kuhns, Barton H.
Address 37:85
(b) List of Authors and Titles of Other Addresses
Arnold, Hon. Thurman
Address 27:187
Barkdull, Hon. Howard L.
Public Obligations of the Organized Bar 31:187
Beutel, Dean Frederick K.
The Crisis In Legal Education -- -- 25:46
Brand, Hon. George E.
Judicial Selection __ 30:195
Busch, Francis X.
The Art of Direct and Cross-Examination of Witnesses - 31:310
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Cantrall, Hon. Arch M.
A Challenge to the Profession 31:192
Casey, William J.
Some Phases of the Marshall Plan 98:343
Clark, Hon. Tom C.
Address on Administrative Law 25:79
Considine, Bob
1956 Peace, War and Politics 35:268
Daly, John C.
The Thin Line -34:321
Delehani, Hon. John W.
The Lawyer's Status In An Altered World 27:197
DeWitt, Paul
Address on United Nations 26:300
Fitzpatrick, William H.
An Editor Looks At Some Law 31:237
Fowler, Hon. Cody
Address 30:239
Gallagher, Hon. Harold J.
Address 29:218
Goodrich, Hon. Herbert F.
Restatement 25:159
Gregory, Hon. Tappan
The San Francisco Conference 25:139
Address on Nuremburg Trials 27:179
Gustafson, Hon. R. G.
Atomic Energy And The Future of Mankind 26:204
Holman, Hon. Frank E.
National Trends 28:221
Jameson, Hon. William J.
The Organized Bar-What Lies Ahead? 33:236
Luce, Henry R.
A Big Year for the Law __ 37:189
Martin, Hon. Edward
Address 29:331
Maxwell, Hon. David F.
Address - 36:68
Pound, Hon. Roscoe
The Constitutional Guarantees of Liberty 25:55
The Legal Profession In The Service State -29:292
Rhyne, Charles S.
The Challenge of Technological Achievement to Law
and Lawyers -37:114
ix, Hon. Carl B.
The Lawyer in Foreign Policy 26:192
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Saltonstall, Hon. Levereit
Address 27:338
Stephens, Hon. Harold M.
Management and Fiscal Problems of the Federal
Judicial System 34:401
Storey, Robert G.
The New A.B.A. Era 32:196
Sumners, Hon. Hatton
The Private Citizen and Our Democracy 32:228
Wright, Loyd
Public Relations 28:257
2. PAPERS PRESENTED BEFORE SECTIONS OF THE ASSOCIATION
ADMINISTRATIVE AND LABOR LAW
1945
Daykin, Dr. Walter L.
Labor Trends _25:115
1946
Ellick ,Alfred G.
The Federal Administrative Procedure Act 26:234
Swift, James F.
A Lawyer Prepares His Income Tax Return 26:248
1947
Shneider, Louis
Your Client and His Social Insurance 27:275
1948
Overcash, Bert L.
Practice and Procedure Before the Nebraska
State Railway Commission 28:242
1949
Anderson, Kenneth E.
Procedural Problems in Workmen's Compensation Cases -29:262
Swenson, John R.
Extent of Coverage of Nebraska Workmen's
Compensation Law 29:272
1950
Henatsch, Harry R.
Recent Trends in Labor Law 30:248
Overcash, Bert L.
The Rules of Practice and Procedure Recently Adopted
By the State Railway Commission 30:263
Salter, Harold S.
Claims Against the State 30:255
1951
Cleary, Jack M.
The Controlled Materials Plan 31:287
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Winters, Henry C.
Price Stabilization -31:282
1956
Cashen, Joseph P.
Some Problems of Subrogation in Workmen's
Compensation 36:135
INSURANCE LAW
1945
Brumbaugh, Emmet S.
Presumptions in Life and Accident Insurance
Litgation in Nebraska ---- 25:107
Johnson, Hugh Neill
The New Nebraska Safety-Responsibility Law ___ 25:94
1946
Beghtol, Maxwell V.
Observations on Representation of Insurance Companies ___26:256
Whitfield, Allen
Recent Automobile Decisions and Present Jury Trends _____26:262
1947
DeLacy, George L.
Medical Testimony as a Lawyer Views It -- __27:295
Murphy, Ray
Public Law 15 and State Regulation 27:306
1948
Mooney, William E.
Life Insurance as a Marital Deduction Under
Federal Revenue Law -__28:277
Stone, Hon. Bernard R.
Trends In Insurance Industry 28:271
1949
Springborg, George R.
Federal Crop Insurance From the Lawyer's Viewpoint ___29:316
Webb, Elmer A.
Legal Aspects of Veterans' Insurance Laws _ ___ 29:322
1950
Heyl, Clarence
The Preparation and Trial of Negligence Cases _30:278
Kastner, Ralph H.
War Clauses-Past and Present -- - -30:267
1951
Frank, Joseph D.
Some Unusual Insurance Claims and Incidents ______31:264
Moser, W. Edwin
The Trial of Negligence Cases .....____ 31:252
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1952
Fraizer, Theodore J.
Misrepresentations in the Inception of Life, Health,
and Accident Insurance Contracts -32:248
Grubb, Kenneth P. (in collaboration with Wayne Roper)
Comparative Negligence -32:234
1953
Bowker, L. B.
A Claims Man Looks at Settlement Technique and
Procedure 33:260
Brumbaugh, Emmet S.
A Lawyer Looks at Settlement Technique and Procedure -33:255
Ellioti, Dr. Curtis M.
Spotlighting the Automobile Policy 33:250
Hynes, W. J.
Trends Which May Influence the Future and Nature
of Automobile Liability Litigation 33:268
1954
Bryan, C. Clark
Highlights of Life Insurance Litigation-
A Decade in Review 34:259
Dudgeon, John R.
Liability Insurance: The Insured's Duty to Cooperate -34:250
Landis, M. L.
Lessee Protection: Property Damage Liability 34:274
Pansing, Thomas R.
The Department of Insurance and the Practicing Attorney_34:244
1955
Brunstrom, Irving V.
The Taxation of Life Insurance-Where Do We Stand Now? 35:376
DeLacy, George L.*
Jury Trial of Auto Injury Claims Threatened -35:389
Terbell, F. 0.
Developments in Standard Automobile Liability Coverage__35:363
1956
Day, J. Edward
Legal Problems in Disability Insurance 36:151
1957
Hinshaw, Joseph H.
Cross-examination of Witnesses in Casualty Cases 37:215
Warchall, Henry
Take a Look at Your Life Insurance Policy 37:200
JUNIOR BAR SECTION
1955
Hruska, Hon. Roman L.
Executive Records in Congressional Investigations-
Duty to Disclose-Duty to Withhold 35:310
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1956
Analysis of Tabulation of Economic Survey
A Panel Discussion by: Donald Boyd; DeWayne Wolf; Ed-
mund McEachen; Albert Schatz; Ray C. Simmons, and
William Stewart, Jr. -36:220
MUNICIPAL LAW
1946
Mann, George R.
Proposed Legislative Program for the 60th
Session of the Legislature -26:273
Richards, Fred H.
Municipal Airports and the Practical Aspects of Leasing -- 26:266
1947
Berry, Fred S.
The Rule of Estoppel Against a Municipality 27:287
1948
Fogarty, Edward F.
Requisites of a Valid Itinerant Vendors Ordinance 28:289
1949
McKinley, Sherman W., Jr.
Legal Procedures for Mayors, Councils, and
Village Boards 29:304
Perry, Ernesi B.
The Legality of Preparation of Bonding Histories
by Engineers or Bonding Companies 29:311
1950
Axelrod, Allan
"Home Rule" -- 30:224
1951
Fisher, Hon. Edward C.
Traffic Courts and Driver Attitudes -- 31:227
1953
Nuernberger, W. W.
Revision of Municipal Ordinances 33:280
Pace, Jack M.
Every Day Problems of City Attorneys 33:286
MUNICIPAL AND PUBLIC CORPORATIONS
1955
Curtis, Henry B.
Just Compensation in Eminent Domain Proceedings - 35:250
Fitle, Herberi M.
The New Eminent Domain Procedural Statute of Nebraska_35:259
1956
Lane, Winthrop B.
Some Phases of Municipal Bond Law _36:168
McGrath, Raymond E.
The Lawyer and the Zoning Problem 36:179
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1957
Dier, Richard A.
Constitutional and Legal Aspects of Existing School
Reorganization Legislation 37:245
Johnson, Warren C.
Notice Required in Levying Special Assessments 37:240
Lyman, Jack E.
Notice Required in Zoning Matters 37:232
PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE
1955
Dodd, Lester P.
The Trial of Lawsuits and the Perils of Over-Trial - 35:237
Knepper, William E.
Some Aspects of Discovery Under the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure __35:228
1956
Scott, Charles C.
The Preparation and Presentation of Photographic
Evidence 36:101
Trial Procedure From A Judicial Standpoint
A Panel Discussion by: Hon. John H. Kuns; Hon. Harry
A. Spencer; and Hon. John W. Yeager 36:121
1957
Problems of Direct and Cross-examination
A Panel Discussion by: James Dempsey; Isidore
Halpern; and Hon. E. B. Chappell -37:149
REAL ESTATE, PROBATE AND TRUST LAW
1945
Rankin, J. Lee
Defining Merchantable Title by Legislative Act _ _ 25:86
1946
Rankin, J. Lee
*Merchantable Title Legislation for Nebraska 26:219
Spencer, Harry A.
Practical Legal Problems 26:226
1947
The Nebraska Community Property Law:
Chambers, Guy C.
General Principles 27:210
Morion, Perry W.
Some Particular Applications Bearing on Titles
to Real Estate and Interest Therein 27:229
Ricketts, Lewis R.
Sec. 8, Rights of Creditors; Sec. 16, Dissolution by
Death and Problems of Administration 27:215
Mason, John C.
Estate Planning -27:263
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Williams, Laurens
The Effect of the Community Property Law on Federal
Income Tax and Estate and Gift Taxes 27:248
1948
Johnston, Albert S.
Specific Performance of Oral Contracts to Convey
Real Estate 28:231
Perry, Arihur E.
Constructive Service in Tax Foreclosure _ _ 28:240
1949
Kuhns, Barton H.
Some Suggestions Regarding Wills -29:247
Moodie, Roberi R.
Some of the Dangers of Joint Tenancy, with Appendix
on Severability of Joint Tenancies in Nebraska - -- 29:235
1950
Simes, Lewis M.
The Model Probate Code-A Comparison of Nebraska
Probate Law and the Model Probate Code 30:208
1951
Williams, Frank D.
Restrictive Covenants With Reverter Clause 31:201
1952
Loth, Alan
Draftsmanship in Wills and Conveyancing 32:200
1953
Meeting Joint Tenancy in Your Office
A Panel Discussion by: Phil B. Campbell; John R.
Fike; Robert R. Moodie; and David R. Warner - -...33:293
1954
Troyer, Hon. Robert R.
Miscellaneous Probate Problems __34:302
Effect of Owner's Execution of Land Contract or Mortgage
Upon a Joint Tenancy
A Panel Discussion by: Wilber S. Aten; John R. Fike;
Herman Ginsburg; and Robert G. Simmons, Jr. 34:280
Sundry Title Problems
A Panel Discussion by: John R. Pike; Lynn E. Heth;
C. B. Pedersen; and David R. Warner 34:311
1955
Ginsburg, Herman
Real Property, Probate and Trust Legislation of 1955 -35:297
Kuhns, Barton H.
The Proposed Model Probate Code 35:290
Morton, Perry W.
Some Real Property Aspects of Avigation .35:277
1956
Basye, Paul E.
Improvements in Conveyancing Procedure 36:81
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1957
Bowe, William J.
Problems in Drafting Wills and Trusts 37:127
Troyer, Hon. Roberi R.
Problems in Probate and Administration Procedure - 37:134
TAXATION
1950
Procedure in Federal Tax Cases
A Symposium. Laurens Williams, presiding 30:328
1954
Meyer, Clarence A. H.
State Taxation in Nebraska 34:332
Taxpayers' Remedies in State Tax Matters
A Panel Discussion by: Robert M. Armstrong; Chauncey
E. Barney; Seymour S. Sider; and Fred S. White -34:347
Planning the Estate of John Farmer
A Panel Discussion by: Barton H. Kuhns; John C. Mason;
Keith Miller; Robert R. Moodie; and Daniel Stubbs -34:365
1955
Sewell, Joseph
Changes in the Social Security Provisions 35:317
Developments Under the 1954 Revenue Code
A Panel Discussion by: Robert V. Denney; Leo Eisenstatt;
John C. Mason; Hale McCown; and John E. North -35:327
1956
Votava, Joseph T.
Procedure in Tax Fraud Cases 36:187
Williams, Laurens
Your Future Income Taxes 36:202
1957
Lamme, William H.
Joint Tenancies and the Gift Tax ._37:255
Mason, John C.
Unreported Gifts - To File or Not to File 37:262
North, John E.
Key Provisions of the Marital Deduction Trust 37:282
3. SYMPOSIUMS
1952
Trial Technique
Healey, George
Discovery and Preparation for Trial 32:293
Hinshaw, Joseph H.
Cross Examination 32:333
INDEX TO BAR PROCEEDINGS
Hobson, Roberi P.
Selection of the Jury, Opening Statements and
Closing Arguments 32:302
Roemer, Erwin W.
Presentation of Case by Plaintiffs and Defendants - 32:311
1953
Public Relations
Dornon, Kathleen
Media-Telling the Lawyer's Story -33:357
Hyndman, Don
Methods-The Long and Short View -33:353
Mulder, John E.
The Place of Continuing Legal Education in
a Program of Public Relations 33:360
Tinkham, Richard P.
The Public Relations of the Bar- 33:348
4. REPORTS OF SPECIAL COMMITTEES
Administrative Agencies and Tribunals
1945, 25:41; 1948, 28:321; 1949, 29:212; 1950, 30:171; 1953, 33:188;
1954, 34:178; 1955, 35:156, 1956; 36:6; 1957, 37:13
Amendments to the Constitution and By-Laws
1945, 25:30 25:123; 1946, 26:176; 1950, 30:318; 1951, 31:157
American Bar Association Committee on Coordination
1950, 30:180
American Citizenship
1947, 27:168; 1948, 28:324; 1949, 29:175; 1950, 30:151
1951, 31:339; 1953, 33:223; 1954, 34:191; 1955, 35:157;
1956, 36:10; 1957, 37:44
Assistance to Lawyers in Devastated Countries
1948, 28:318
Civil Rights
1947, 27:172; 1948, 28:325
Code of Civil Procedure
1946, 26:299; 1947, 27:177; 1948, 28:206
1949, 29:185; 1951, 31:185; 1952, 32:349
Cooperation With American Law Institute
1945, 25:134; 1946, 26:174; 1947, 27:162; 1948, 28:316
1949, 29:199; 1950, 30:157; 1951, 31:304; 1952, 32:176
1953, 33:215; 1954, 34:198; 1955, 35:164; 1956, 36:17; 1957, 37:16
Coordination With Accountants (Joint Conference of Lawyers and
Accountants)
1951, 31:176; 1952, 32:348; 1953, 33:335; 1954, 34:197; 1955, 35:181;
1956, 36:40; 1957, 37:77
County Law Libraries
1947, 27:362; 1948, 28:327; 1949, 29:369; 1950, 30:177; 1951, 31:159;
1952, 32:273; 1953, 33:174; 1955, 35:169; 1956, 36:20
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Crime and Juvenile Delinquency
1947, 27:175; 1948, 28:215; 1949, 29:192; 1951, 31:302;
1952, 32:170; 1953, 33:193; 1954, 34:181; 1955, 35:166;
1956, 36:15; 1957, 37:28
Employer-Employee Relations
1947, 27:349; 1948, 28:198
Expert Medical Testimony
1954, 34:196; 1955, 35:190; 1956, 36:32
Group Life Insurance
1956, 36:12; 1957, 37:61
Judge Otis Memorial
1947, 27:365
Judicial Council
1945, 25:44; 1946, 26:191; 1951, 31:168; 1952, 32:157;
1953, 33:172; 1954, 34:238; 1955, 35:222; 1956, 36:63; 1957, 37:104
Judicial Redistricting
1946, 26:295; 1947, 27:356
Judicial Selection
1950, 30:366; 1951, 31:165; 1952, 32:289
Judiciary
1945, 25:22; 1946, 26:158; 1947, 27:150; 1948, 28:192
1949, 29:177; 1953, 33:183; 1954, 34:192; 1955, 35:177;
1956, 36:21; 1957, 37:36
Lawyer Referral Service
1952, 32:285; 1953, 33:226
Legal Aid
1950, 30:183; 1951, 31:301; 1952, 32:162; 1953, 33:338;
1954, 34:177; 1955, 35:178; 1956, 36:24; 1957, 37:38
Legal Education and Continuing Legal Education
1957, 37:41
Legislation
1945, 25:19; 1946, 26:172; 1947, 27:149; 1948, 28:187;
1949, 29:181; 1950, 30:154; 1951, 31:307; 1952, 32:191;
1953, 33:218; 1954, 34:166; 1955, 35:180; 1956, 36:28; 1957, 37:52
Litigation Committee on the Unauthorized Practice of Law
1953, 33:199
Oil and Gas Law
1951, 31:340; 1953, 33:190; 1954, 34:208; 1955, 35:194;
1956, 36:34; 1957, 37:69
Organization of Sections
1954, 34:200
Public Relations (Service)
1947, 27:335; 1949, 29:366; 1950, 30:182; 1952, 32:179;
1953, 33:343; 1954, 34:193; 1955, 35:186; 1956, 36:37, 1957, 37:73
Regional, District and County Bar Associations
1947, 27:169; 1948, 28:335; 1949, 29:214; 1950, 30:190; 1951, 31:299
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Revenue Laws
1947, 27:360; 1948, 28:301; 1949, 29:197; 1950, 30:160;
1951, 31:295; 1952, 32:276; 1953, 33:210; 1955, 35:404
Roscoe Pound Lectureship
1948, 28:185; 1953, 33:228; 1954, 34:194
Rules of Disciplinary Procedure
1953, 33:221; 1954, 34:186; 1955, 35:171
Section 38-810, R. S. 1943
1945, 25:138
Standards of Title Examination
1945, 25:85; 1946, 26:218; 1949, 29:229; 1956, 36:93
Tort Claims Act
1952, 32:166; 1953, 33:191; 1954, 34:195; 1955, 35:190; 1956, 36:40
Use of Restatement
1945, 25:159; 1946, 26:165
Veterans' Placement
1946, 26:293; 1947, 27:177
War Work
1945, 25:25; 1946, 26:175; 1947, 27:177
5. SPECIAL REPORTS
American Bar Association Delegates
1953, 33:168, 1954, 34:225; 1955, 35:209; 1956, 36:58; 1957, 37:47
Group Insurance
1957, 37:108
Rocky Mountain Mineral Law Institute
1956, 36:65
Student Bar Association of Creighton University, School of Law
1954, 34:236
IV
GENERAL INDEX DIGEST
Explanatory Note
This index includes all leading articles, and notes and com-
ments on recent cases and legislation appearing in Volumes 24
through 37 of the Nebraska Law Review. It also includes all
papers presented before sections of the Association and technical
addresses before the Association. It does not include other mat-
ters to be found in the proceedings.
The figure in front of the colon refers to the volume, the
other to the page.
:1 indicates a leading article or address
-' indicates a note or comment
GENERAL INDEX DIGEST
GENERAL INDEX DIGEST
Leading article, + note. (Proc.) Proceedings separately paged.
Figure after colon or colons refers to page. See explanatory note.
ABATEMENT AND REVIVAL
Annulment not revival of cause of action for tort
commited during marriage -- 28:625t
Survival of wrongful death action 26:128t
ABSTRACTS OF TITLE
See Oil and Gas Law, Titles
ACCOUNTS AND ACCOUNTING
Corporate Distribution of Appreciated Property 36:528*
ACCRETION
See Real Property, Water and Water Courses
ACTIONS
See Particular actions, Equity, Civil Procedure, Suits
Against personal representatives of deceased
non-resident motorist 32:448t
Alienation of affections 26:423t; 28:457t
Breach of correspondence school contract 33:80t
Breach of implied warranty 31:609t
Breach of warranty 31:609t
By government for injury of servants 27:461t
By married woman for tort committed on her person 26:442t
Cause of action
- extent to under state law 27:586t
- splitting the 26:62*
- the 26:42*
Causes of action, joinder of, see Civil Procedure
Custody of children, See Child Custody
Divorce, see this topic
Ejectment, see this topic
Federal, venue of 27:595t
Forcibile entry and detainer 34:547t
Gaming, effect of no forfeiture statute 31:115t
Inconsistent jury verdicts in civil actions 37:596t
Injunction 34:548t
Interference with right of contract 34:551t
Malpractice, against physician or surgeon ...........35:547*
Negligence, see this topic
Prenatal death and injuries in Nebraska 31:611t
Quiet title, see this topic
Reclamation, international 28:357*
Replevin 34:145t
Separation of trials of joint tort feasors 27:590t
Shareholder's derivative 32:443t
Tax foreclosure, see Foreclosures
Tort see this topic
Trespass
- for mesne profits 34:551t
- by lessee not in possession 34:550t
Under Federal Tort Claims Act
- application of Federal Rules of Procedure to 23:430t
- effect of state statute of limitations on right
to maintain 28:122t
Viable child, right to maintain 26:431t
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Leading article, + note. (Proc.) Proceedings separately paged.
Figure after colon or colons refers to page. See explanatory note.
Wrongful death
- action by wife 31:628t
- breach of warranty 31:609t
- presumption of due care 32:613t
- survival of 26:128t
ADDRESSES
See Index III
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
See also Labor Law, Index III
Constructive notice of regulations 27:454j
Council of Economic Advisers 28:530*
Employment Act of 1946 28:530*
Exemptions from registration under Securities Act of 1933 -- 27:43*
Federal Administrative Procedure Act
- administrative procedure 26:328*
- administrative rules 26:328*
- administrative rules involving property
or personal rights 26:330*
- administrative rules not involving property or
personal rights -_ 26:328*
- agency action, defamation in information release 28:456t
- agency record 26:338*
- agency subpoenas 26:334*
- an appraisal of the 26:323*
- appeal to the agency 26:337*
- burden of proof 26:335*
- cases which are adjudicative 26:331*
- chart of law provisions of 26:246*
- exceptions from judicial review 26:340*
- judicial review 26:339*
- order-making machinery 26:331*
- procedural machinery 26:333*
- publication of general policy of governmental agencies _ 26:327*
- public information 26:325*
- required publication in Federal Register 26:325*
- review upon motion 26:337*
- revocation of licenses 26:338*
- right to appear before an agency 26:333*
- rule-making machinery 26:328*
- rulings upon proposed findings and conclusions 26:338*
- submission of evidence 26:337*
- use of equity power to enforce orders 26:116t
- whether administrative is adjudicative 26:332*
Law making by professional and trade associations 34:431*
National Labor Relations Board ruling on
non-communist affidavits 27:120'
Nebraska Grade "A" dairy regulations 37:521t
Practice and procedure before the Nebraska State
Railway Commission 28:242*; 30:263*; 37:486*
Price stabilization 31:282*
Railroad rate discriminations as they affect barge service 28:418t
Res judicata in patent cases 28:449t
State taxation in Nebraska 34:332*
Taxpayers' remedies in state tax matters 34:347*
The controlled materials plan 31:287*
Unauthorized practice before administrative tribunals __ 26:640t
Use of equity power to enforce orders 26:116t
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Leading article, + note. (Proc.) Proceedings separately paged.
igure after colon or colons refers to page. See explanatory note.
ADMIRALTY
And the common law 28:106t
Federal liability for maritime torts under Tort Claims Act - 27:30*
ADOPTION
See also Child Custody, Domestic Relations, Husband
and Wife
Inheritance of adopted child, effect of Nebraska statutes oh 32:68k
Paternity, requirements for acknowledgment in Nebraska - 35:515t
Proceedings, and the custody of children 27:404*
ADVERSE POSSESSION
See Real Property
AERONAUTICS
Airspace 35:277*; 35:301*
Aviation clauses in life insurance policies - -24:264*; 24:271t
Easement of flight by aircraft 26:121t
Flight equipment in interstate commerce, ad valorem
personal property tax on 33:112t
Municipal airports, leasing 26:266*
Real property aspects of avigation 35:277*
State taxation in Nebraska 34:339*
Taking of property by low flights 26:121t
AFFIDAVITS
For service by publication 32:418t
AGENCY
See also Contracts, Master and Servant
Agents of the United Nations, reparation for injury to 28:401*
Agent's subsequent statements, heresay 27:450'
Contracts - effect of merger clause on fraud by agent 36:360
Election (Undisclosed Agency) revisited 34:613*
Insurance agents 34:71*
Representation of foreign corporation, service of process 27:66t
Respondent superior applied to corporation doctors 27:110t
AGRICULTURE
Current tax problems of farmers 29:1*
Farm tenancies in Nebraska 26:85*
Income taxation
- sale of excess livestock is capital gain 29:126t
- soil and water conservation expenditures 35:349*
Planning the estate of John Farmer 34:365*
Social Security coverage for farmers 35:317*
What kind of bankruptcy legislation for farmers? 35:39*
AIR LAW
See Aeronautics
ALIENS
See also Constitutional Law
As members of board of directors of foreign corporation - 35:303*
Classification of those ineligible for citizenship 27:436t
Charged with a crime 31:402*
Deportation of 35:138t
Non-resident, suit by in Nebraska 28:395*
Real property ownership 28:392*
Right of due process in exclusion proceedings 33:94t
Right to inherit - - 28:393*
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* Leading article, + note. (Proc.) Proceedings separately paged.
Figure after colon or colons refers to page. See explanatory note.
AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION
See Index III
AMERICAN LAW INSTITUTE
See particular topics, Codes, Uniform Laws, Index III
APPEAL AND ERROR
See Civil Procedure, Criminal Law and Procedure
ARREST
See Criminal Law and Procedure
ASSAULT AN DBATTERY
See Criminal Law and Procedure, Torts
ATTORNEYS
Attorney-client, privileged communications, see Evidence
Charging liens of 34:703t
Disbarment and discipline, see Index III
Education, legal, see Indexes II and III
Ethics in legal practice in Nebraska; a comparative analysis - 37:703*
Fees
- analysis of economic survey 36:220t
- in partition proceedings in Nebraska 35:303*
- question of deduction in estate tax return or
income tax return of estate 29:632t 35:343*
Japanese 35:429*; 35:446*
Lawyer's responisibility and the Fifth Amendment -_ 34:573*; 34:586*
Prosecuting, in Japan 35:444*
The challenge of technological achievement to
law and lawyers 37:114*
AUTOMOBILES
See Insurance, Motor Vehicles, Streets and Highways
BAIL
Sexual psychopaths, should they be subject to? -- 31:95t
BANKRUPTCY
See also Taxation
Defense of civil contempt citation, non-possession of goods - 28:138t
Effect of sebsequent waiver by creditor objecting to discharge _ 28:139t
Frazier-Lemke Act, a study of the 35:44*
Interest on tax claims of bankrupt 27:427
Proof of non-dischargeability of judgment under Sec. 17 (a) - 33:88
The moratorium bill 35:54*
What kind of bankruptcy legislation for farmers? 35:39*
BANKS AND BANKING
See also Negotiable Instruments
Failure of bank to comply with stop-payment orders 28:437t
Joint bank accounts 34:287*
Nebraska Department of Banking; regulation of
oil and gas securities 37:383*
BAR ASSOCIATIONS
See also Index III
Canons of professional ethics; Nebraska legal practice:
a comparative analysis 37:703*
Law making by professional and trade associations 34:438*
The Organized Bar-What Lies Ahead? 33:236*
The public relations of the bar 33:348*
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BILLS AND NOTES
See Negotiable Instruments
BILLS OF EXCEPTION
Court reporting, use of sound disc and other mechanical
sound recording devices 32:509t
BIOGRAPHY
The Mystery of Justice Holmes 37:442t
BONDS
Amortization of premiums and discounts 28:576t
Bondholder's right to vote 25:197t
Some phases of municipal bond law 36:168*
State, device for "avoidance" of constitutional debt limitation - 34:714t
U. S. Savings, right of creditor to recover proceeds from
beneficiary upon death of insolvent purchaser 29:467t
BOUNDARIES
See States, Water and Water Courses
BROKERS
Broker-Dealer registration under Nebraska blue sky law 37:388*
CARRIERS
See Motor Vehicles, Railroads
CHARACTER
Good, of defendant, standard instruction re 24:199
CHARITIES
See also Taration
Charitable foundations
- and their benefits 34:630*
- benefits for the creator 34:631*
- limitations on 34:638*
- possible foundation forms 34:632*
- procedure to become tax exempt 34:637*
- qualifications to become tax exempt 34:632*
- reasons for congressional approval . 34:630*
Tort immunity of 34:82t
CHATTEL MORTGAGES
See Mortgages
CHILD CUSTODY
See also Adoption, Domestic Relations
Adoption proceedings, and the cutsody of children 27:404*
Full faith and credit, effect of decree granting
custody of children 33:100t
Guardianship proceedings, and the custody of children _ 27:403*
Habeas corpus, and the custody of children 27:402*
Parents' right to custody of children 27:399*
CITIZENSHIP
See also Constitutional Law
Aliens, classification of those inelegible for 27:436t
Diversity
- in Federal courts by citizens of District of Columbia
and the Territories 27:375*
- proper venue 32:443t
Nationality Act of 1940, constitutionality of 31:486t
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CIVIL DEFENSE
Civil defense and law 35:417*; 35:556*
Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950 _ 35:417*
CIVIL PROCEDURE
For particular procedure, see appropriate topics
Action to recover rents and profits 26:408*
Adoption proceedings, see this topic
Appeal and error, effect of assigning error to instructions -- 28:452t
Appeal from judgment in restitution suit 26:40*
Appellate practice and procedure -- 30:43*; 33:538*; 35:469t; 36:121*
Bill quia timet, see Quiet Title
Bills of peace, see Quiet Title
Changes in by 1947 Legislative Session 26:470t
Cities, second class, and villages 29:304*
Constructive service, see Process
Contempt proceedings, defense by showing facts contrary
to court order ---- 28:138t
Coram nobis 26:102t; 29:447t
Cross examination of witnesses in casualty cases 37:215*
Direct and cross examination 37:199*
- administrative procedure, see Administrative Law
- Appropriation acts, procedural routine 26:395*
- discovery, good cause 32:106t
- law applicable 24:191*
- review of deportation order 34:564t
- Rules of Civil Procedure
- application to suits under Federal Tort Claims Act _ 28:430t
- directed verdicts under Rule 50 30:630t
- discovery under 35:228*
Discovery, see this topic
Eminent domain, Act of 1951 35:259*
Error in restitution suit 26:41*
Federal
Final judgment rule 35:469t
Foreign corporations, actions in state courts 27:66t
Formulating issues 26:110t
Guardianship proceedings, and the custody of children 27:403*
Habeas corpus, and the custody of children 27:402*
Inconsistent jury verdicts in civil actions 37:596t
Joinder of causes of action
- at common law 26:45*
- by one plaintiff against one defendant 26:47*
- in equity 26:46*
- in Nebraska 26:42*; 26:47*
- of equitable claims 26:53*
- of multiple parties and claims 26:56*
- statutory classes 26:48*
- under the Code 26:47*
Legal procedures and scientific discoveries 33:1*
Mandamus to secure constitutional guarantees 26:416*
Motions for mistrial 36:127*
Motions for directed verdict 36:128*
Motions to view premises 36:130*
Motion for new trial, consideration by succeeding judge 34:153t
Nebraska State Railway Commission 28:242*; 30:263*
Notice by publication, See Process
Occupying Claimant's Act 26:410*
Parties to restitution suit 26:36*
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Post-Conviction hearings 29:448t
Preparation and trial of negligence cases 30:278*
Pre-trial conference 26:110t; 28:1*; 29:340*
Pre-trial procedure for Nebraska District Courts 26:110t
Procedural problems in Workmen's Compensation cases - 29:262*
Process, see this topic
Quiet title, see this topic
Res ipsa loquitur, procedural effect in Nebraska 33:620t
Right to plead inconsistent defenses 28:29*
Right to change defense or claim by amendments
to the pleadings 36:591t
Separation of trials of joint tort -feasors 27:590t
Sequestration of witnesses 36:126*
Service of process, see Process
Special findings and special verdicts in Nebraska - 35:523*; 36:121*
Splitting the cause of action 26:42*
Suits between states, procedure involved 26:10*
The variance problem 32:357*
Trials of lawsuits and the perils of over-trial 35:237*
Third party, when defendant may bring in, in Nebraska 32:407t
CIVIL RIGHTS
See Contitutional Law
CIVIL SERVICE
Federal Loyalty-Security Removals, 1946-1956 36:412*
CLAIMS
Against the state for tortious acts of its wards 34:660t
Against the State of Nebraska
- consideration by the Governor 29:442*
- consideration' by the Legislature 29:441*
- legislative settlement of 29:426*
- not subject to judicial action 29:429*
- payment of 29:443*
- presentation to the Legislature 29:432*
- present legislative procedure in settling 29:432*
- subject to judicial action 29:427*
- Sundry Claims Board - 29:72*; 29:433*; 30:255*; 34:660t
Equitable, joinder of 26:53*
Insurance
- arising from murders and disappearances _ 31:264*
- auto injury, jury trial of threatened _ 35:389*
- settlement technique and procedure 33:255*; 33:260*
Multiple, joinder of 26:56*
CODES
Model robate Code 30:208*; 35:290*
Proposed Commercial Code, Article 3, comparison
with Negotiable Instruments Law 30:531*
Uniform Commercial Code 33:613t; 35:502f; 35:506t
Uniform Vehicle Code 35:108t
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
See Schools
CONDITIONS
See Contracts
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CONFLICT OF LAWS
Action against personal representative of deceased
non-resident motorist 32:448t
Chattel mortgages, effect of removal of chattel
to foreign state 29:124t
Consent decrees, effect on foreign land in divorce action -- 29:88t
Controlling insurance law 26:559*
Full faith and credit clause 26:367*
International and state, United Nations agents 28:414*
International law in inland states 28:387*
Military law, courts martial jurisdiction over civilians 33:516t
State statute of limitations, effect of on right to maintain
action under Federal Tort Claims Act 28:122t
CONGRESS
Authorization or appropriation 26:392*
Cannon's Procedure in the House of Representatives 28:496*
Committees
- contempt of 27:465t
- investigating
- executive records in investigations by 35:310*
- limitation on power 27:605t
- methods employed by 28:501*
-- political beliefs 27:601t
- on appropriation 26:395*
- refusal to testify before 27:465t
- select and standing 28:494*
Constitutional power to give citizens of District of
Columbia and the Territories freedom to sue in
Federal courts for diversity 27:375*
House in Committee of the Whole 26:396*
Immunity from libel and slander 30:107f
In action 28:493*
Intent in appropriation acts 26:391*
Parlimentary practice of the House 26:393*
Party government 28:503*
Political mechanisms of 28:498*
Power of investigation
- historical development 28:516*
- of executive branch 28:524*
- recent pronouncements (1949) 28:521*
Pressure groups in 28:501*
Proposals for reform of 28:504*
Rules
- House and Senate 26:391*
- in construing Federal appropriation acts 26:391*
- of procedure 28:496*
- Senate relating to appropriations 26:400*
Senate filibusters 28:502*
CONSPIRACY
Federal statute on conspiracy to injure persons in
exercise of civil rights 28:640t
To breach racial restrictive covenant 31:616t
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
See also particular topics, Indexes 11 and II
Administrative orders, use of equity power to enforce 26:116t
Agreement to waive privilege against self-incrimination 32:577t
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Aliens
- classification of those ineligible for citizenship --- 27:436t
- ex post facto clause and deportation 35:138t
- right to due process in exclusion proceedings 34:94t
Amendment of U. S. Constitution
- by convention 31:407*
- proposed amendment relating to the procedure for - 34:172*
Americanism committees on Nebraska school boards 29:485t
Bill of attainder 31:429t
Blood tests
- in evidence 28:454t; 33:511t
- taking from unconscious person 33:511t
Canada, the Bricker Amendment in 34:59*
Citizenship
- aliens 27:436j
- Nationality Act of 1940 31:486t
"Clear and present danger" doctrine 26:416t
Commerce clause
- baseball and 28:616t; 34:597*
- unfair competition 34:721t
Community property statutes
- Pennsylvania statute 27:116f
- repeal of 28:147t
Congress
- congressional districts, reapportionment 26:119t
- constitutional power to give citizens of the District
of Columbia and the Territories freedom to sue in
Federal courts for diversity 27:375*
- investigations of political beliefs __ 27:601t
Contempt by publication 27:92t
Corporations, foreign, jurisdiction 32:498t
Counsel, right to
- and wire tapping 31:495t
- in criminal trials 27:95t
- in Federal courts 30:559*
- in State courts 31:15*
- in state felony proceedings 34:711t
- in state misdemeanor cases 27:87t
Crime, definite standard to define 26:467t
Debt limitation of state 34:714t
Determinable fee, equal protection 35:136t
Divorce, domicile 28:467t; 35:458t
Domicile, jurisdiction by 26:373*; 35:136t
Due process
- alien's right of in exclusion proceedings 33:94t
- blood tests in evidence 28:454t; 33:511t
- denial of
- habeas corpus and 29:447f
- in summary commitment for contempt in
secret proceedings 28:121t
1 jurisdiction
- Federal, federal question 27:586t
-- over foreign corporation 32:498t
- legislative control of loyalty in school system _ 29:495
- public funds and parochial schools 27:468T
- right of counsel in state felony proceedings 34:711
- Uniform Code of Military Justice, general article 34:518t
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Education
- Problems of existing school reorganization
laws 37:245*; 37:781t; 37:786t
- parochial schools and public funds 27:468t
- sepregation in 33:44*; 34:557t; 35:133t
- unamerican activities in 29:485t; 29:495t
Elections
- pre-primary, right of negros to vote in 33:96t
- primary, right of negros to vote in 28:154t
- statutes allowing employees time off, with pay, to vote- 31:97t
- validity of candidate oath and pledge 31:100t
Eminent domain, and public housing 27:471f
Employment, loss by asserting privilege against
self-incrimination 34:88t
Equal Protection Clause
- determinable fee 35:136t
- discrimination against negros by state 29:470t
- municipal zoning ordinance 34:149t
- protection afforded by is individual right 30:76t
- segregation in recreation 34:553f
- statute forbidding women to work as bartenders - 28:6221
- systematic exclusion of Mexicans from jury lists -- 32:621t
Excise taxation, regulation by ancillary provisions 32:103t
Ex post facto, deportation of aliens 35:138t
Fair Trade Act, Nebraska 35:98t
Federal
- courts, right to counsel in 30:559*
- jurisdiction, federal question 27:586t
- right to counsel in state courts 31:15*
Federal loyalty-security remocals; 1946-1956 36:412*
Fifth Amendment
- federal cause of action 27:586t
- just compensation 28:462t
- the lawyer's responsibility and the 34:573*; 34:586*
- see also self-incrimination below
Forced oral repetition of words used during crime --- 28:469t
Foreign judgments 26:370*
Fourteenth Amendment
- contempt by publication 27:92t
- miscegenation statutes 28:475f
- racial restrictive covenants 27:74f; 28:461t; 31:6161
- religious solicitors on private property 28:124
- segregation
- in education, see above
- in recreation, see below
- prohibition of 30:74t
Fourth Amendment
- jurisdiction of the F.B.I. 27:5861
Freedom of religion, and city property 27:437t
Freedom of speech and assembly
- conviction for speaking after having been wrongfully
denied license to do so 33:98t
- federal statute on conspiracy 28:640t
- limitations on state's power to control use of
school building 26:416t
- municipal control of sound amplification devices 28:618t
Full faith and credit clause
- child custody decree 33:100t
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divorce decrees 28:467f; 35:458t
- in general 26:367*
Fundamental freedoms, right to exercise in public park - 27:437k
Habeas corpus, exhaustion of state remedies doctrine 31:102t
Housing, segregation in 34:557t
Import and export clause 26:4501
Imprisonment
- for debt 32:624k
- unlawful 27:586f
Interstate commerce, tax burdens on 26:462f; 33:112f
Interstate transportation, segregation in 34:557T
Judgments, enforcing foreign 26:370*
Juries
- "blue ribbon" 27:434t
- Federal, method of selection 28:446t
- systematic exclusion from lists 32:621t
Jurisdiction
- by domocile - 26:373*; 28:467t; 35:136t; 35:458t
- foreign corporation .. 32:498 1
- of F.B.I., federal question 27:586y
- original, of Federal District Courts 27:586t
- over non-residents doing business in state 28:635t
Just compensation 28:462t
Law-making, by judicial interpretations 28:555*
Lawyer's responsibility and the 5th Amendment - 34:573*; 34:586*
Legislative
- control of loyalty in school system 29:495f
- investigating committee, state 30:118t
Mandamus, as remedy 26:416.
Miscegenation statutes, and the 14th Amendment - _ 28:475 "
Ordinances
- municipal zoning 34:139t
- prohibition making addresses or displaying
signs in city park 31:492t
- regulating itinerant vendors 28:289*
Peaceful assembly and petition 30:115f
Physical examination, cumpulsory 28:454y
Presidential powers 29:416*
Press, freedom of and Canon 35 35:1*; 35:13"
Public debt, limitations on 29:75t
Public funds, and parochial schools 27:468t
Public housing, and eminent domain .27:471t
Public officials
- political activities of, Nebraska 30:507t
- right to change in compensation during term
of office, Nebraska 30:112t
Public parks, exercise of fundamental freedoms in 27:437t
Public utilities
- limitations upon the disposition of publicly owned
utility revenues in Nebraska 31:443t
Racial restrictive covenants
- and the 14th Amendment 28:461t
- damages for conspiracy to breach 31:616f
- treatment by courts 27:74*
Recreation, segregation in 34:553*; 34:558t
Religious solicitors on private property 28:124t
Right
- to counsel (see also Counsel above) 27:87t
- to work 28:622t; 36:276*
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Rights 30:21*
Schools, see Education above
Seaches and seizures
- by F.B.I., federal question .27:586t
- taking blood from unconscious person 33:511t
Segregation
- in education 33:44*; 34:557t; 35:133t
- in housing 34:557t
- in interstate transportation 34:557t
- in recreation 34:553t; 34:558t
- prohibition of and the 14th Amendment 30:74t
Self-incrimination
- compulsory physical examination and blood test 28:454t
- consequences of unlawful asserting the privilege -- 34:100t
- forced oral repetition of words used during crime 28:469t
- inferences from assertion of the privilege 34:95t
- loss of employment by asserting the privilege 34:88t
- non-defendant witness's right to privilege 30:643t
- rightful use of the privilege 34:90t
- taking blood from unconscious person 33:511t
- the lawyer's responsibility and the 5th
Amendment 34:573*; 34:586*
- waiver of privilege
- agreements and obligations to 32:577t
- and its effect on subseuent proceedings 33:108t
-- in general 28:470t; 32:577t
- wrongful assedtions of the privilege 34:98t
"Separate but equal" doctrine 30:69t; 34:553t
Separation of church and state and the application of
the First Amendment to state powers 36:357t
Sound amplification devices 28:618t
Special privileges, veterans preference acts 31:489t
States
- device for "avoidance" of constitutional
debt limitation 34:714t
- legislative investigating committee 30:118t
- power to control freedoms of speech and assembly 26:416t
- reservation of police powers 24:182*
- tax on goods in process of exportation 26:450t
Statutes
- allowing time off with pay, to vote 31:97t
- Clayton Act 34:721f
- Federal
- conspiracy to injure persons in exercise
of civil rights 28:640t
-- Tort Claims Act 28:111t
- forbidding women to work as bartenders 28:622t
- Internal Security Act of 1950 31:429t
- imposing duty on judge to appoint member of
arbitration board 28:459t
- miscegenation 28:475t
- Nebraska Fair Trade Act 35:98t
- Pennsylvania community property 27:116t
- Robinson-Patman Act 34:721t
- Sherman Anti-trust Act 28:616t
- ticket scalpers 29:111t
- Uniform Code of Military Justice 34:518t
- veterans preference acts 31:489t
Streets, regulating use of 37:479t
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Subrogee's right under Federal Tort Claims Act 28:111t
Tax
- burden on interstate commerce 33:112t
- on flight equipment used in interstate commerce 33:112t
- on goods in process of exportation 26:450t
Ticket scalpers law held invalid 29:111t
Treaties, when self-executing? 31:463t
United Nations, constitutional structure 30:11*
Uniform Code of Military Justice, general article void 34:518t
Unlawful imprisonment, federal question 27:586t
Unreasonable seaches and seizures, see above
Veterans preference acts, special privileges 31:489t
Vote, right to 26:119t; 28:154t; 33:96t
Wire tapping 31:495t
CONTEMPT
By publication during trial 27:92t
Criminal 26:613"
Of congressional committee 27:465t
Self-incrimination, see Constitutional Law
Summary commitment for in secret proceedings 28:121t
CONTINGENCIES
Birth, fertility tables, a method to resolve the tax
valuation of property transfers containing 29:17*
CONTRACTS
See also Oil and Gas, Property, Real Property, Sales,
Specific Performance
Antenuptial, effect of failure to perform 27:425t
Anticipatory breach, doctrine of 27:85f
Automobiles, purchase, enforcement of 27:79t
Bank-depositor, stop-payment orders 28:437t
Baseball, and the anti-trust laws - 34:597*
Breach of required warranty, government contract 31:118t
Cancellation, of written, in Nebraska 27:410t
Caveat promissee: Nebraska's "new consideration" test
and the Statute of Frauds 33:577*
Collective bargaining, damages for breach 30:127t
Consideration 33:577*
Construction, liability of government for delay on 26:457t
Contrary to public policy, enforcement of - 27:440t
Cooperative marketing, and foreclosures of crop mortgages 31:4591"
Correspondence school, breach of 33:80t
Effect of merger clause on fraud by agent 36:360t
Express conditions 26:653t
Express or implied, medical ... 35:547*
Federal crop insurance 27:454t
Federal liability under Federal Tort Claims Act 27:30*
Forfeiture clause, construction of 26:653t
Government
- breach of required warranty 31:118t
- effect of renegotiation on income tax paid 27:593t
Illegal, enforcement of 27:440t
Implied, medical 35:547*
In perpetuum, municipal corporations 35:140t
Insurance
- applicant's misrepresentation 34:71*
- construction in favor of insured 27:582t
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- federal crop 27:454t
- marine 26:555*
- reformation, mutual mistake 30:658t
- war risk 26:561*
- see also Insurance this index
Leases, see this topic
Liability
- assignments 32:15*
- selected problems in 32:1*
- statute of frauds 32:2*
- remedies 32:20*
Limiting venue under Federal Employer's Liability Act 29:129t
Long term, damages for continuous breach 31:105t
Married woman's right to contract in Nebraska 33:110t
Mistake
- in computing bid 30:661t
- mutual 30:658t
Misrepresentation, insurance 34:71*
Mortgage, see this topic
Municipal airports, leasing 26:266*
Municipal corporations-right of an offeror to withdraw
bid before acceptance 36:618f
Negotiability, under Uniform Commercial Code 33:613t
Oil and gas, see this topic
Optional contracts of purchase of realty,
constructive conversion 27:593t
Oral
- land
- part performance 27:420t
- specific performance 27:417t
- to convey real estate 28:231*
Part performance 27:420t 32:1*
Pre-marital, specific performance of 27:100t
Public contracts-a new right for an unsuccessful bidder - 36:612t
Purchase
- automobiles, equitable remedies for enforcement of __ 27:79t
- real estate 27:593t
Real property
- oral 27:417t; 27:420t; 28:231*
- to convey, effect on joint tenancy - 34:280*; 34:291*; 34:501t
- to purchase 27:593t
Reformation, mutual mistake 30:658t
Rescission, mistake 30:661t
Retail price maintenance agreements, fair trade regulation - 35:98t
Right of government to cause interruptions in work on - 26:457t
Right to contract, married woman in Nebraska 33:110t
Specific performance, see this topic
Statute of frauds
- and contract liability 32:2*
- and Nebraska's "new consideration" test 33:577*
Sureties, equity in favor of 27:390*
To convey, see real property above
To shift burden of paying social security tax 27:112t
Vendee, repudiation by 27:85t
Waiving the privilege against self-incrimination 32:577t
CONVERSION
Optional contract to purchase realty, constructive conversion
to personalty after death of vendor 27:593t
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CONVEYANCES
See Real Property, Quieting Title
COPYRIGHTS
Common law, infringement of personal and property
rights through unauthorized telecasting 31:600t
Musical v. the anti-trust laws 30:50*
CORAM NOBIS
Application in Nebraska 26:102t; 29:445t
As remedy available to mistreated prisoners 33:434t
Under Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure 26:602*
CORPORATIONS
See also Charities, Municipal Law
Alienation of stock, restrictions on, when valid 34:717t
Articles of incorporation
- common errors in 26:96*
- suggested form of 25:220*
Board of Directors
- aliens as members 35:303*
- election of first - 25:197*
- staggered terms of office 25:202*
- vacancies on ---- 25:195*
Books of, as evidence of right to vote 25:198*
By-Laws, suggested form of 25:229*
Charitable 34:630*
Corporate distributions of appreciated property 36:528*
Corporate documents, common errors in 26:96*
Corporate stock, intangible property tax on 33:114t
Corporate surety 27:390*
Depreciated property, distribution of under 1954
Internal Revenue Code 35:340*
Dividends from surplus 34:531t
Domesticated in Nebraska, intangible property tax 33:114t
Filing articles of incorporation 26:96*
Foreign
- aliens as members of board of directors 35:303*
- consent to jurisdiction over by state courts 27:66t
- doing business in Nebraska 28:395*; 33:114t
- jurisdiction over and due process 32:498t
- service of process on 27:68t; 27:595t
- service on proper agent of 27:72t
- 1955 statutory extension of rights to own real
estate in Nebraska 35:303*
General Corporation Law, Nebraska, constitutionality
of certain provisions 25:190*
Incorporation papers - 25:220*; 26:96*
International, corporate difficulties 34:47*
Liability for negligence of doctors employed 27:110t
Municipal, see Municipal Law
Nebraska corporation law-a statutory jungle 36:368
Non-voting stock, status in Nebraska 25:191*; 33:636t
Private corporate entities on the international plane - 34:47*
Property
- depreciated, distribution of 35:340*
- sales and acquisitions 35:330*
- transfer by subsidiary to parent as sale for
stamp tax purposes 32:626t
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Sale, for stamp tax purposes 32:626t
Sales and acquisitions of property under the 1954
Internal Revenue Code 35:330*
Shareholder's derivative action, proper venue 32:443t
Stock
- corporate, intangible property tax on 33:114t
- non-voting 25:191*; 33:363t
Stockholders' voting trusts 25:200*
Voting trusts 25:200*
COUNSEL
See Constitutional Law
COTENANTS
See Property, Real Property
COUNTIES
Investment of funds of tax foreclosure sales 28:471t
Power to punish for crimes 27:473t
Special fund doctrine, extensions of 29:75t
COURTS
See also Attorneys, Civil Procedure, Criminal Law and
Procedure, Judiciary, Index III, Trials
Appellate
- practice 30:43*; 33:538*
- review 35:469t
Contempt, see this topic
County
- determination of heirship 35:306t
- determination of title to real estate in certain cases 35:304t
- the new fee schedule (1945) 24:279*
Customs and Patent Appeals, effect of judgments of - 28:449t
Courtroom psychiatric diagnosis, validity of 30:513t
Determination if publication libelous per se 27:105t
Directed veridicts, see Jury
Discretion ot grant separate trials for two defendants 27:590t
Equity powers, use of to enforce administrative orders - 26:116t
Federal
- actions, venue 27:595t
- allowance of interest from date of verdict 28:444t
- application of state laws in 24:191*
- discovery practice in criminal cases 34:655t
- District, original jurisdiction 27:586t
- "indispensable party" in 34:564t
- pre-pre-trial without the judge 37:449t
- right to counsel in _____ _30:559*
- right of non-defendant witness to privilege
against self-incrimination 30:643t
- suit in, diversity of citizenship 27:375*
Instructions, see this topic, also Jury
International criminal 24:158*
Judicial
- management of business of courts 30:31*; 34:401t
- regulation of procedure 30:32*
- review under Administrative Procedure Act - 26:342*
Jury, see this topic
Juvenile 29:537*; 29:540*; 29:549*
Of limited jurisdiction _ _ 30:48*
Press photographers and the courtroom 35:1*; 35:13*
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Pre-trial conference 28:1*; 30:33*
Pre-trial procedure for Nebraska District Courts 26:110t
Rule making, judicial 30:32*
State
- discovery practice in criminal cases 34:647t
- federal right to counsel in 31:15*
- jurisdiction, see this topic
- right of accused to counsel in
- misdemeanor cases 27:87f
- felony proceedings 34:711t
Traffic, and driver attitudes 31:227*
Trial
- effect of assigning error to instructions of 28:452t
- instructions, see this topic
COVENANTS
See Leases, Real Property, Titles
CREDITORS
And the Nebraska statutes 33:646t
Conditional sales 33:651t
Rights
- against beneficiary of savings bond upon death
of insolvent purchaser 29:467t
- against surviving joint owner for debts and
obligations of deceased joint owner 35:307*
- in community 'property 27:215*
- under mortgage 30:120t
What kind of bankruptcy legislation for farmers? 35:39*
CRIMINAL LAW AND PROCEDURE
See also Constitutional Law, Index II, particular crimes
Nature and Elements of Crime and Defenses in General
Contempt, see this topic
Crimes in the armed forces 34:523t
Criminal responsibility of young offenders 29:521*; 29:540*
Delinquency, official and unofficial 29:547*
False pretenses statute in Nebraska 33:491t
Gambling, what constitutes 29:117t
Genocide, the Convention 30:1*
Homicide, motor vehicle 33:456t
Hypnosis, and the criminal law 31:577t
Individualized treatment of criminal offenders -- - 33:467t
Insanity
- as defense 34:690t
- defendant's burden of establishing defense of 32:489t
- winning National Moot Court Brief-concerning
tests for insanity 36:487f
Intent, as element of murder in Nebraska 33:481t
Juveniles, criminal responsibility
- young offenders 29:521"
- minors under juvenile court acts 29:540*
- institutional treatment of delinquents 29:577*
Mens rea, and strict liability crimes 33:462t
Misdemeanor cases, right to counsel 27:87t
Murder, is intent indispensable element in Nebraska? _- 33:481t
Revision of criminal law
- objectives and methods -__ 33:383*
- codification vs. piecemeal amendment _ _ 33:396*
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Search, conducted with permission of defendant 28:631t
Sex crimes
- commitment and treatment of sexual psycopaths --- 29:506t
- Nebraska statutory revision of punishment of
sex offenders - _33:475f
- Sexual psycopathy - legal labyrinth of medicine, morals
and mythology -- -- 36:370t
Strict liability crimes .33:462t
War crimes .26:90*; 28:370*
War offenders
- ex post facto defense in Nuremberg trials ._____ 26:94*
- trial of 24:145*; 27:179*; 28:370*
Criminal Procedure
In General
Arrest
- use of force in effecting or resisting -- - 33:408*
- without warrant in Nebraska -33:451f
Confessions, psychological in state courts 33:507t
Discovery practice in Nebraska _-34:645t
Evidence - heresay - equivocal replies to accusations when
the accused is under arrest .36:354f
Extradition
- interstate -26:649t
- Uniform Criminal Extradition Act 26:649t
- Uniform Reciprocal Enforcement of Support Act - 34:148t
Felony proceedings, right to counsel in - 34:711t
International, means of enforcement in international law _ 27:1*
Juries, constitutionality of "blue ribbon" juries 27:434t
Plea of nolo contendere, nature and consequences of - --33:428t
Probation
- definition of _ __.26:69*
- eligibility for ___ __2 26:75*
- extent of _ .- ____26:70*
- factors in outcome ---- - -26:82*
- organization of probation departments .26:72*
- personnel - _26:74*
- investigation .- ____ _____26:76*
- control of - __ 26:79*
supervision of adult probationers . ... 26:80*
- statistics of revocation .-- 26:81*
- techniques .29:559*
Self-incrimination
- compulsory physical examination and blood test - 28:454t
- forced oral repetition of words used during crime -- 28:469t
- non-defendant witness's right to privilege -- 30:643t
- taking blood from an unconscious person .. . .311t
Trial
Acquittal of co-conspirators 27:443t
Compromise verdicts _ 37:802t
Cross-examination of prosecuting witness in sex crimes _ __28:132t
Evidence
- admissibility of blood tests to prove intoxication - 28:453t
- burden of going forward with 27:102t
- corroboration of extra-judicial confessions -- 33:495t
- forced repetition of words used during crime 28:469t
- heresay - equivocal replies to accusations when accused
under arrest 36:354t
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Jury instructions
- pardon or parole of accused 34:724t
- standard
- arrest
- definition 33:124
- conduct of officer 33:124
- use of force in 33:125
-- without warrant 33:125
- criminal intent ...- 24:214
- insanity as defense 24:213
- intoxication as defense 24:214
- malice 24:218
Motions
- for dismissal or directed verdict 36:126*
- for jury to view premises 36:126*
- for mistrial 36:126*
- for sequestration of witnesses 36:126*
New
- appellant's burden in setting aside verdict - 32:504t
Appeal
See also Coram Nobis and Habeas Corpus
Habeas Corpus and coram nobis; remedies available to
validly sentenced prisoners mistreated by penal authorities -33:434#
Procedural steps in appeal 36:121"
Federal
Anti-racketeering Act 26:467t
Definite standard of conduct required to define crime 26:467t
Immunity statute 27:465t
Rules of Criminal Procedure
- in general 26:570*
- appeal .26:604*
- application and exception 26:622*
- arraignment 26:582*
- arrest of judgment = 26:603*
- bail of .26:617*
- assignment of counsel - .26:615*
- change of venue 26:591*
- clerical mistake -..... 26:603*
- complaint ---- 96:574*
- computation of time . 26:616*
- correction or reduction of sentence - 26:603*
- courts and clerks 26:624*
- criminal contempt 26:613*
- defenses and objections 26:583*
- depositions 26:586*
- disability of judge 26:594*
- discovery and inspection 26:588*; 34:655t
- dismissal 26:619*
- error, harmless and plain 26:621*
- evidence 26:594*
- exceptions unnecessary .. 26:621*
- expert witnesses 26:595*
- forms 26:626*
- general provisions of 26:614*
- grand jury 26:577*
- indictment and information 26:577*
- instructions 26:597*
- joinder of offenses and defendants 26:581*
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- motion for acquittal 26:596*
- motions ...._26:619_
- new trial ._____ _ __26:601*
- petition for certiorari .__ __26:604"
- placing upon appropriate calendars 26:621"
1 pleadings and motions .26:58"
- pleas ..26:583*
- preliminary proceedings .... 26:574*
- preparation for trial _____26:582*
- presence of the defendant .... 426:614*
- proceedings before the commissioner .26:575"
- proof of official record ...... 26:595*
- records cn t26:624*
- regulation of conduct in the courtroom .... 26:622*
- relief from prejudicial joinder 26:586*
- removal .26:610*
- rules of court - .____26:625"
- scope, purpose and construction of 26:574*
- service and filing of papers 26:620*
- source of the rules of ---------- 26:571"
- stay of execution -- _______26:606*
- stay of execution and relief pending review ........... 26:606*
- subpoena ..........- 26:5884
- supervision of appeal . -- -___26:607*
- supplementary and special proceedings __26:610*
- search and seizure -- 26:611*
- sentence and judgment - - ----... 26:598*
- taking appeal and petition for certiorari .... ... 26:604*
- trial - --- -26:592
- trial by jury or the court -__26:592*
- trial jurors 26:593*
- trial together of accusations 26:585*
- venue
- time of motion to transfer -- 26:592
- transfer from the district for plea and sentence .... 26:590*
- transfer within the district -- ___26:590"
- verdict _ _ _26:597"
- warrant of summons upon accusation 26:582*
- warrant or summons upon complaint .___26:574*
CROPS
See Foreclosures, Liens, Insurance
DAMAGES
See also Contracts, Constitutional Law, Real Property
Additur and its use in Nebraska ---- _34:112'
Apportionment under the comparative negligence statute -__33:54*
Contract
- breach of collective bargaining -- --- 30:127t
- elements of damages in breach of correspondence
school contract - _ _33:80t
- long term, continuous breach __3 _31:105t
Excessive __.26:651t
Lessee's, for loss of possession
- against the lessor -_.34:548t
- against wrongful occupier .34:550t
Loss of prior earnings - measure of recovery and admissibility
of evidence -36:605t
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Loss of future earnings
- instruction that award exempt from taxation as income _ 32:491t
- reduction of damages to present worth 32:583t
Mitigation of, libel, defamation by third persons .32:121t
Professional liability of physicians and surgeons J35:547*
Unapportionable, resulting from independent wrongful acts _30:664t
Standard instructions re
- fear as an element in condemnation proceedings - -24:208
- measure of damages -24:200
- measure of damages in death case -24:200
- present worth -24:222
- seepage of water from canals or reservoirs 33:128
DEATH
Presumed from continued absence, standard instruction re -24:202
DEEDS
See Real Property, Titles
DEPOSITIONS
See Discovery, Evidence
DESCENT AND DISTRIBUTION
See also Estates, Probate Law, Trusts, Wills
Adopted child, inheritance by 32:68t
Bastards, requirements for acknowledgement in Nebraska -35:515t
Descent of insurance proceeds covering extinguished
specific bequests 33:116t
Equitable conversion to personalty of option to purchase
realty after death of vendor 27:593t
Limitations upon benefit accruing to slayer from the
death of his victim 30:601t
Reciprocal trusts - a tax avoidance device with
recuperative powers 36:546*
Statutes 26:231*
Under the proposed Model Probate Code _ ____ 35:294*
Use of life insurance in estate planning under the
1954 Internal Revenue Code 34:459*
Words necessary for creation of a joint tenancy 34:67*
DISCOVERY
And the physician-patient privilege 34:5071
Appellate review of discovery orders 35:469t
Before trial by judicial methods 34:510t
Can opposing party be required to furnish names
of trial witnesses? 32:4951
Federal rule good cause 32:1064
Implied waiver of physician-patient privilege 34:511t
In criminal actions .... - 34:6451
Names of trial witnesses 32:495t
Physical and mental examination 34:513t
Under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure ---------35:228V
Under the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure _26:588*; 34:655t
DIVORCE
Alimony
- and child support liability of estate of deceased spouse -28:627t
- and separate maintenance, tax pitfalls in _ _31:509*
Child custody, full faith and credit 33:100f
Consent decrees, effect on foreign land 29:88t
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Domicile, full faith and credit _ _ _35:458t
Fraud by concealment 27:580t
General appearance, effect on jurisdictional issues 28:467t
In another jurisdiction by one domiciled in Nebraska --- 28:399*
Marital relations during interlocutory period of decree ----- 27:580f
Property settlements and Federal Gift Tax . . .. 37:639t
Reconciliation, effect of - ... - 27:580t
Recrimination, doctrine of in Nebraska 37:409*
Service of process .27:458t
DOMESTIC RELATIONS
See also Husband and Wife
Alienation of affections
- of parents' -- 28:457t
- standard instructions re .24:199; 26:629
Child custody
- effect of decree -33:100t
- parents' right to custody of children _ _ 27:399*
Delinquency
- juvenile delinquents, institutional treatment of -. .29:577*
- official and unofficial delinquents - 29:547*
- probation techniques for adolescents - 29:571*
Divorce, see this topic
Doctrine of Recrimination in Nebraska __37:409*
Marriage of female under 21, effect on legal status -. 31:425t
Miscegenation statute of Nebraska .28:475t
Uniform Reciprocal Enforcement of Support Act - - 34:148t
DOMICILE
See Constitutional Law, Jurisdiction, Husband and Wife
EASEMENTS
See Property, Real Property
EJECTMENT
See also Landlord and Tenant, Leases, Quieting Title
Allegations 26:406*
Appeal 26:40*
As lessee's remedy 34:546t
Committing nuisance .26:27*
Defendant's answer 26:407*
Defense - -26:408*
General denial 26:407*
Improvements and taxes 26:410*
Joined with action to recover rents and profits 26:408*
Judgment 26:39*
Occupying Claimant's Act 26:410*
Parties to action 26:36*
Petition .26:406*
Restitution notwithstanding appeal 26:41*
Statute of limitations -- -26:409*
Under the O.P.A. rent regulations 26:21*
ELECTION OF REMEDIES
Agent and principal 34:613*
ELECTIONS
See Constitutional Law
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EMINENT DOMAIN
Act of 1951, procedure under - - 35:259*
Just compensation -28-136t; 31:108t; -35:250*
Mineral rights, interest of the condemnee in 33:640t
Public housing and 27:471t
Valuation
- fear as an element of, standard instruction re - 24:208
- of land for dam site 29:119t
- opinion evidence 35:257*
- proof of value 35:253*
- proximity to federal grazing district as element of -31:108t
- reproduction cost of building or improvements - 35:255*
- retention value as an element of 33:106t
- revenue produced by property 35:256*
- sales of similar property in vicinity 35:254*
EQUITY
See also Contracts, Quieting Title, Specific Performance
Amortization of bond premiums and discounts 28:576t
Cancellation of written instruments in Nebraska - - -27:410t
Construction of forfeiture clause in contracts 26:653t
Distribution of interest on unauthorized investments
of funds of tax foreclosure sales 28:471t
Enjoinment of criminal proceedings 26:656t
Enjoinment of infringement on constitutional rights 26:656t
Equitable conversion of realty upon exercise of option
to purchase after death of vendor 27:593t
Equitable estoppel
- actual or constructive knowledge by person estopped -26:461t
- rule of against a municipality 27:287*
Fraud, in oral land contracts 27:420t
Jurisdiction, wife's right to support while living
with husband 33:103t
Part performance, contract liability 27:420t; 32:1*
Quieting title, see this topic
Reformation, insurance policy, mutual mistake -30:658t
Rescission, mistake in computing bid 30:661t
Revocation, of trust because of mistake of law 29:106t
Specific performance, see this topic
Sureties, in favor of _ _ _ _.... 27:390*
Use of equity powers to enforce administrative orders -- 26:116t
ESTATES
See also Descent and Distribution, Probate Law,
Property, Real Property, Trusts, Wills
Administration bonds -- 26:230*
Administration under the proposed Model Probate Code -35:296*
By the entirety 34:70*
Decedents
- administration bonds 26:230*
- deductions for income and estate tax purposes - 35:343"
- determination of heirship -_35:306*
- disposing with administration when decedent was
under guardianship or conservatorship -35:299"
- final settlement 26:233*
- homestead, determination of _35:299*
- liability for alimony and child support .. 28:627t
- liability for libellous matter in will 28:123t
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- small, 1955 legislative act re -35:298*
- taxation of income of 31:522*
Demonstrative legacy 27:462t
Joint tenancy
- effect of owner's execution of land contract or
mortgage upon 34:280*
- words necessary for creation 34:67*
- see also Property and Real Property
Planning
- General problems of life insurance in 36:472t
- effect of federal taxes on 27:263*
- the estate of John Farmer -- _34:365*
- trusts under the new Code where grantor treated
as the substantial owner - - -4 34:472
- use of life insurance in under the 1954
Internal Revenue Code - -34:459*
Probate estate; current issues in income tax allocation -- 37:329*
Taxation
- Federal
- deductions for taxes previously paid 28:72*
- effect on planning estates -- 27:263*
- equalization of effect of community property -- 28:74*
- estate taxes, deductions for _ _ 35:343*
- income taxes
- deductions for decedent's estate 35:343*
- on income of decedent -31:522*
- marital deduction 28:65*
- other tax relief of surviving spouse 28:73*
-- possibility of reverter to settlor 28:624t
Nebraska apportionment act .32:517*; 34:470*
ESTOPPEL
See Equity
EVIDENCE
See also Civil Procedure, Criminal Procedure,
Discovery, Witnesses
Admissibility
- of admissions containing opinions 32:501t
- of blood tests to prove intoxication 28:453t
- of business records 29:60*
- of hospital records - .29:69t
- of rebuttal evidence in Nebraska -33:625t
- of statements of ad hoc public officials 32:469t
- parol evidence, see Parol below
- when obtained by unconstitutional means ----- 32:501t
Admissions, containing opinions 32:501t
Blood tests
- as evidence 33:511t
- in drunken driver cases, standard instruction re -33:126
Burden of going forward 27:102t
Burden of proof
- and res ipsa loquitur in Nebraska 27:61t
- defendant's, establishing defense of insanity 32:489t
- on elements of damage 33:80t
- under the Administrative Procedure Act 26:335*
Circumstantial
- inferences from 34:102t
- standard instruction re 24:205
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Competency
- action against representative of deceased person _ 31:1*
- of wife's testimony 29:108t
Confessions
- extra-judicial, sufficiency of corroboration 33:495t
- psychological coercion of in state courts 33:507t
- when considered as evidence, standard instructions re -33:127
Credibility of testimony
- invasion of right of jury to determine 29:115#
- standard instruction re 24:207
Cross-examination
- of prosecuting witness in sex crimes 28:132t
- of witnesses, the art of 31:310"
- in general -32:333*
Courtroom psychiatric diagnosis, validity of 30:513t
"Dead man's statute" in Nebraska 31:1*
Direct or circumstantial, standard instruction re 24:205
Discovery, see this topic
Drying declarations, instruction by trial court 32:461t
Examination of witnesses, the art of 31:310
Expert testimony
- based on hypothetical questions, standard instruction re -24:206
- by physician, attorney-client privilege 34:515t
- by physician in insanity proceedings 33:513t
- medical, in malpractice suit 35:547*
- questioned document examiner 37:552*
- weight and credibility of, standard instruction re _ 24:207*
Hearsay
- equivocal replies to accusations when the
accused is under arrest 36:354t
- expert testimony by physician in insanity procedings -33:513t
- subsequent statements 27:450t
Hypnosis and the law of evidence 31:590t
Inadmissible, when obtained by unconstitutional means 31:618t
Inferences, standard instruction re 24:213
Insanity
- continuing presumption of 26:465t
- defense
- defendant's burden of establishing - - 32:489t
-- to a crime in Nebraska 34:690f
- expert testimony by physician, hearsay rule 33:513"-
Judicial notice, of foreign law 26:46811
Law of evidence - 30:33
Motion for new trial, evidence to be considered 34:153"i"
Obtained by search with permission of defendant 28:631+
Parol
- admissibility to show
- collateral agreement 34:141-
- condition subsequent under Sec. 16, N.I.L. 34:141f
Photographic evidence, preparation and presentation of __ 36:101"
Preponderance of, defined, standard instruction re 24:224
Presumptions
- conclusive
-- race horse trainer held insurer 29:476t
- continuing
-- presumption of insanity 26:465t
- negative
-- in criminal actions 27:102+
- see also Presumptions this index
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Privilege against self-incrimination
- effect on subsequent proceedings .33:108t
- see also Constitutional Law
Privileged communications
- attorney-client
- admission in legislative hearing ._ .37:472'
- advice by attorney to client reflecting on
judicial integrity ____34:538t
- historical and policy basis ___34:540t
- physician as an expert witness -34:515t
- qualified substantive privilege - - -34:545t
- statutes amending -_ 34:517t
- waiver of the privilege - 34:542t
- will drawn by non-witnessing attorney ___ 31:111
- husband-wife, wife's testimony - - 29:108t
- physician-patient
- implied waiver of __- _34:511t
- in the Federal courts .34:514t
- purpose of --- 34:508t
- suggested abolition of - -- 34:517t
Privilege, testimonial, journalist 35:562t
Real evidence, use of -___37:501
Reasonable doubt, standard instruction re 33:134
Rebuttal, nature of admissible in Nebraska .33:625t
Recording, use of mechanical sound recording devices --- 32:509t
Res ipsa loquitur
- and burden of proof in Nebraska ___ 27:61j
- procedural effect of in Nebraska ___ 33:620t
- standard instruction re .__ 33:135
Self-defense, standard instruction re -33:135; 33:137
Testimonial privilege, journalist and his confidential source -- 35:562t
Uniform Business Records as Evidence Act applied
to medical records - - --36:600t
Variance problem _-- 32:357*
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
Executive records in congressional investigations 35:310*
The divine right of presidents ..... 29:416*
EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS
See Probate Law, Trusts, Wills
EXPECTANCY TABLES
See also Insurance
Birth
- fertility tables, tax valuation of property
transfers containing 29:17*
- possibility of birth, cases on 29:53*
Standard instructions re - 33:129
FALSE PRETENSES
Nebraska statute ___ 33:49t
FORECLOSURES
See also Mortgages, Taxation
Crop mortgage, effect of cooperative marketing
agreements on .... 31:459t
Farm, and bankruptcy legislation ____ _35:39*
Lien upon personal property in Nebraska 28:93*
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Tax
- constructive service in 28:240*
- lien in Nebraska 24:320*; 28:240*
- unauthorized investment of funds of sales 28:71t
FRAUDS
See Divorce, Equity, Insurance, Property, Real
Property, Statutes
FREE SPEECH
See Constitutional Law
GAMING
See also Lotteries
Effect of no forfeiture statute on right to
recover confiscated money 31:115t
Gambling, what constitutes 29:117t
GIFTS
See Charities, Taxation, Trusts
GOODWILL
Valuation
- as affected by personal characteristics of individuals -31:559*
- for tax purposes 31:559*
GUARANTY
See Suretyship
GUARDIAN AND WARD
See Child Custody
HABEAS CORPUS
And the custody of children 27:402*
Exhaustion of state remedies doctrine -26:102t; 29:445t; 31:102t
Remedy available to mistreated prisoners 33:434t
HIGHWAYS
See Motor Vehicles, Streets and Highways
HISTORY OF LAW
See Jurisprudence
HOMICIDE
See Criminal Law and Procedure, Motor Vehicles, Torts
HUSBAND AND WIFE
See also Domestic Relations, Torts
Alimony and child support
- liability of deceased spouse's estate for 28:627t
Annulment, not revival of cause of action for tort
committed during marriage - the-28:625t
Antinuptial agreements, property settlements and the Federal
Gift Tax .37:639f
Connunity property, see Property
Consortium, wife's right to recover for loss of - - 30:82t
Custody of children
- decree granting, full faith and credit -33:100t
- parents' right to 27:399*
Divorce, see this topic
Guest statute; wife as guest 37:467t
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Maintenance and support
- judgment for, federal gift taxation 32:116t
- wife's right to while living with husband - - 33:103t
Marital deduction trust --- - _ _37:282*
Marriage of female under 21, effect on legal status _31:425t
Married woman's right to contract in Nebraska 33:110t
Paternity, requirements for acknowledgment in Nebraska -- 33:515t
Recrimination as a preservation of marriage 37:433*
Tort to person, right of wife to sue husband for 26:442t
Wife's right to testify against husband 29:108t
Wrongful death action by wife 31:628t
HYPNOTISM
And the law of evidence -- 31:590t
Suggestibility and the law 31:575t
INFANTS
See Minors
INHERITANCE TAX
See Taxation
INITIATIVE AND REFERENDUM
City ordinances, resolutions, and the right of
initiative and referendum in Nebraska - 31:77t
INSANE PERSONS
See Criminal Law and Procedure, Evidence
INSTRUCTIONS
See also Damages, Evidence, Jury, and particular topics
Appeal and error, effect of assigning error to instruction -- 28:452t
Damages for loss of future earnings
- award exempt from taxation as income 32:491t
- reduction to present worth -32:583t
Jury, standard, adopted by The Association of
District Judges of Nebraska --- 24:199; 26:629; 33:124
Trial court
- concerning possible pardon or parole of accused -- 34:724t
- dying declarations --- -32:461,
- effect of assigning error to - - 8 28:452t
Under Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure -26:597*
INSURANCE
See also Social Security, Taxation, Workmen's
Compensation, Motor Vehicles, Indexes II and III
Accident
- medical testimony -- 27:295*
- misrepresentation in application 32:248*
- presumptions in litigation in Nebraska - 25:107*
Applications
- fraud in ____---26:542*
- misrepresentation in --- 32:248*; 34:71*
- warranties and representations in 26:540*
Assignment of policy benefits to Veterans' Administration -35:127t
Automobile
- compulsory compensation insurance 34:686t
- developments in standard liability coverage 35:363*
- family automobile policy .37:581f
- insurable interest of innocent purchaser of stolen -29:479t
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- jury trends in 26:262*
- liability
- policy 26:129t
- litigation, trends which may influence the
future and nature of 33:268*
- recent automobile decisions 26:262*
- safety responsibility law .25:94*
- some important aspects of the policy 33:250*
Beneficial interest, doctrine of 26:534*
Claims
- settlement technique and procedure 33:255*; 33:260*
- -unusual 31:264*
Condition precedent, doctrine of 26:544*
Contracts
- computation of premium payment periods .27:582t
- construction
- of the policy 26:547*
-- in favor of insured -27:582t
- document is the dominant 26:549*
- in general .... 26:534*
- reformation, mutual mistake 30:658t
Controlling law - 26:559*
Crop, federal 27:454t; 29:316*
Department of, and the practicing attorney -34:244*
Fraternal benefit societies 26:562*
Fraud, in application - 26:542*
Group, development of 26:534*
Health, misrepresentation in application 32:248*
Industrial, warranties and representations in 26:545*
Insurable interest
- in general 26:534*
- innocent purchaser of stolen automobile - - 29:479t
- in property, when must it exist in Nebraska? - 31:597t
Insured, slaying by primary beneficiary, disposition
of proceeds - 31:498f
Legal problems in disability insurance -.._36:151*
Liability
- automobile, see above
- effect on tort immunity of a governmental subdivision -- 34:78t
- good cause, federal discovery rule 32:106t
- insured's duty to cooperate 34:250*
- property damage, lessee protection 34:274*
- standard coverage, developments in _ - - -35:363*
Life
- as a marital deduction under federal revenue laws -- 28:277*
- examination of policy -37:200*
- insured's right to change beneficiary by will __ 31:12lt
- litigation, highlights of -- 34:259*
- misrepresentations in applications 32:248*
- planning and the marital deduction __ 34:468-
- presumptions in litigation in Nebraska 25:107*
- proceeds
- descent of, extinguished specific bequests ..... 33:116t
- disposition of when primary beneficiary
slays insured 31:498t
- suicide clauses 26:553*
- taxation of ,35:376*
- use in estate planning 34:365*; 34:459*
- war and aviation clauses in 24:264*
- war clauses, past and present 30:267*
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Marine policies -26:555*
Misrepresentations
- annotated 34:71*
- in applications 32:248*
Negligence
- comparative - - - -_ 32:234*
- of independent contractor of insured, liability -- -26:129t
- preparation and trial of cases _ _ 30:278*
- see also Negligence this index
Old age and survivors, see Social Security
Property damage, lessee protection -___34:274*
Proximate cause, doctrine of 26:555*
Public Law 15 and State Regulation 2 27:306*
Public liability, see Automobile above
Regulation
- rate regulatory laws _ __27:309*
- state 26:564*; 27:306*
Representations and warranties, materiality of .26:540*
SR-21, consequences of erroneous filing .37:458t
Suicide clauses .26:553*
Temporary illness - _27:283*
Trends in the industry .28:271*
Unemployment, see Social Security
Veterans' Administration, assignment of policy benefits to -35:127t
Veterans' insurance laws, legal aspects of _29:322*
Warranties and representations, materiality of 26:540*
War risk 26:561*
Workmen's compensation, see this topic
INTEREST
Allowance of from date of verdict, federal - ..... 28:444t
On tax claims of bankrupt 27:427t
On unauthorized investment of funds from tax foreclosure
sales, distribution of . . 28:471t
INTERNATIONAL LAW
See also International Relations, Indexes II and III
Aliens charged with a crime .31:402*
Application of in Nuremberg trials ___26:93*
As supreme law of nations __28:362
Comparative international and municipal law sanctions -27:1*
Effect on development of private law .28:397*
Enforcement of, a turning point in _ _-28:370*
Ex post facto defense ____ .26:94*
In inland states
- aliens
- non-resident .28:395*; 28:399*
-- right to own land _ -28:392*
extraterritorial acts ... _ _ -- - 28:392*
- foreign corporations --- -- 28:395*
- foreign estates _ _ _ _ __ 28:392*
- foreign treaties _ _ __ 28:392*
- Indians, relations with 28:390*
- in Nebraska -__28:387*
- rivers, when boundaries between states .28:395"
International reclamations -28:357*
Natural law
- historical background of theory --.- 26:90*
- Nuremburg trials and .26:90*
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Nature of 28:358*
Nuremberg trials 27:179*
Private corporate entity on the international plane 34:47*
State and, dual nationality 28:414*
Statehood and - 28:388*
Treaties, when self-executing? 31:463f
United Nations
- agents, reparation for injury to _ 28:401*
- charter
- meaning of "aggression" in . 33:606f
- revision of and the development of the law _ _33:35*
- constitutional structure of the 30:11*
- declaration of human rights 30:22*
War
- authority for waging 24:168*
- offenders, trial of .... .24:143*
World Court statute and impartiality of the judges _ 34:618*
World government 26:382*
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
See also International Law, Indexes II and III
A more perfect union 26:382*
Foreign affairs 34:321*
Genocide Convention ..... 30:1*
Natural law and the Nuremberg trials _ 26:90*
Nuremberg trials 27:179*; 28:370*
Peace, War and Politics 35:268*
United Nations, see International Law
War
- authority for waging 24:168*
- offenders, trial of 24:143*; 27:179*; 28:370*
- power, soverign; constitutional; congressional; executive -24:168*
INTERSTATE COMMERCE
See also Constitutional Law, Monopolies, Trade Regulation
Anti-trust laws
- baseball and 28:616t; 34:597*
- fair trade regulation and 35:105t
- interstate commerce and 34:721f
- musical copyrights vs. the - 30:50*
- oligopoly and - 29:652t
- patent licenses and 24:225*
- present trend of the courts -. 29:655t
- tobacco industry and 26:125t
Congressional intent to occupy field 26:453t
Federal jurisdiction under the United States Arbitration Act -28:608t
Federal safety appliance act - 26:453t
Power of state courts to define burdens on 26:462t
Railroads and barge service .28:418f
State regulation of 26:453t
INTERSTATE SUITS
See also States, Suits
Applicable rules of law -_ _26:8*
Compact vs. judicial method of determination -26:13*
Enforcement of decrees 26:15*
International law and - 28:387*
Judicial determination of 26:1*
Limitations on immunity of states from suit 26:1*
Procedure - _26:10*
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INTOXICATION
Admissibility of blood tests to prove 28:453t
Standard instruction
- as defense in criminal action 24:214
- duty of intoxicated guest riding with intoxicated driver -24:215
- in drunken driver cases 33:126
IRRIGATION
See also Water and Watercourses
Ditches intersecting public highways in Nebraska,
maintenance of 31:417t
Interference with 26:8*
Interference with drainage 26:7*
Seepage of water from canals or reservoirs,
damages, standard instruction re 33:128
JUDICIAL
See also Indexes II and III
Administration, Nebraska and the minimum standards of -30:29*
Determination of interstate disputes 96:1*
Federal judicial system, management and fiscal problems of -34:401*
Law making, factors for limitations on -28:566*
Limitations on tax valuation 29:49*
Management of business of the courts 30:31*; 34:401*
Method vs. compact method in interstate disputes 26:13*
Notice of foreign law act 26:468f
Pretrial conferences 30:33*
Selection and tenurs 30:195*
Trial practice .30:34*; 34:153t; 36:121*
JUDICIARY
See also Indexes II and III
Disqualification of judges, for relation to
litigant by affinity .28:465t
Japanese .... 35:441*
Restraints on the common law judiciary --...... 28:548
Statute requiring judge to appoint member of
arbitration board, constitutionality of _28:459t
The place of in the shaping of new law _ _28:542*
World Court Statute and the impartiality of the judges -34:618*
JUDGMENTS
See also Civil Procedure
Bankruptcy, proof of non-dischargeability of 33:88t
Child custody and alimony under proposed divorce law
rejecting recrimination 37:438*
Court of Customs and Patent Appeals, effect of 28:449t
Final judgment rule and appellate review of discovery
orders in Nebraska _- 35:469t
Foreign, enforcement 26:370*
In quiet title actions ___ 26:514"
Interest on in federal civil causes 28:442t
Maintenance and support, federal gift taxation of - 32:116t
Res judicata rule 26:370*; 33:88j
Restitution suit, under O.P.A. Rent Regulations .26:39*
Statute, when merged in _26:376*
JURISDICTION
See also Civil Procedure, Criminal Procedure, Courts
Process, Venue
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By domicile 26:373*
Court martial jurisdiction over civilians 33:516 t
Equity, wife's right to support 33:103t
Federal
- courts 97:375*
- District Courts, original jurisdiction .27:586t
- under United States Arbitration Act 28:608t
Foreign corporations
- due process .32:498t
- service of process on 27:66t
Full faith and credit
- child custody decree when parents domiciled
in different states 33:100t
- jurisdiction and - 26:367*
General appearance effect of in divorce proceedings 28:467
Nebraska statutes; Section 25-530 - Venue or jurisdiction ---.. 37:587t
Private corporate entity on the international plane . 4 34:47*
Service of process, see Process
State, over non-resident individuals doing business in state -28:635t
JURISPRUDENCE
See also Indexes II and III
American legal prose, the relation between analysis
and style in 28:80*
Jerome Frank's attack on the myth of legal certainty _ 36:547*
Lag between scientific and legal procedures 33:1*
Lawyers and the legislative hearing process 33:523*
Ministry of the law 28:99*
Organized bar, what lies ahead? 33:236*
Scientific, an experiment in, vaccination, smallpox
and the law 32:547*
Some clarifications in 32:536*
Traffic control as experimental jurisprudence in action _ 31:349*
JURY
See also Constitutional Law, Criminal Procedure
"Blue Ribbon" 27:434t
Compromise verdicts in criminal cases 37:802*
Directed verdict
- inferences from circumstantial evidence 34:102f
- under Federal Civil Procedure Rule 50 and under
Sections 25-1315.01 to 25-1315.03 of Nebraska
Revised Statutes 30:630t
Exclusion from lists, systematic 32:621t
Federal, method of selection 28:446t
Inconsistent jury verdicts in civil actions 37:596t
Instructions
- from the court concerning possible pardon or
parole of accused --34:724t
- standard
- jury
- conduct of in separate hotel rooms in
criminal cases - 33:130
- importance of function of 24:215
- not to indulge in conjectures 24:216
- should agree 24:216
- sole judges of credibility 24:217
- to consider all instructions 33:130
- reasonable doubt 24:223
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"One-man Grand" _28:121t
Right to determine credibility of testimony 29:115t
Selection and service of -_...28:446t; 30:32"; 32:302"
Special findings and special verdicts in Nebraska .35:523*
Special findings of fact
- advantages and purposes of : 35:531*
- and the five-sixths verdict _ ___ 35:544*
- discretion of the trial judge -_______35:537*
- drafting interrogatories requiring -------------- 35:538*
- effect of failure of jury to make in answer to
interrogatories- submitted by trial court .____. 35:543*
- effect of those which are in conflict with the
general verdict - _ 35:540"
Standard instructions, adopted by The Association
of District Judges of Nebraska -- --- 24:199; 26:629; 33:124
Trends in automobile decisions 26:262"
Trial by in auto injury claims threatened 3 35:389"
Verdict
- appellant's burden in setting aside _ _ _32:504t
- special in Nebraska .35:5230
LABOR LAW
See also Administrative Law, Master and Servant,
Social Security, Workmen's Compensation, Index III
Arbitration, compulsory 26:350
Bargaining
- industry wide .- 26:347*; 26:358"
- in good faith -_ __26:356"
Closed shop 26:352*
Collective bargaining
- and seniority under Selective Service Acts 27:126t
- damages for breach of contract -0 30:127t
- improvement of the processes of .26:346*; 26:355*
Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, 1947 Amendment,
cases construing ___-_28:204t
Federal loyalty-security removals 1946-1956 _____ 36:412"
Foundation of a new labor code 24:308*
Labor code; foundation of a new __.2324:308
Labor-Management Relations Act (1947) (Taft-Hartley Act)
- actions and decisions construing .28:201t
- interpretation of requirement of signing
non-communist affidavits -27:120t
Labor political action and the Taft-Hartley Act _ __ 33:554"
Picket lines, respect for _ _ _32:25*
Portal to portal claims -___26:364"
Railway Labor Act, decisions involving ___ 28:205t
Recent trends in (1950) - 30:248*
Right of free speech and _ 26:360"
Right to work - a decade of development 36:2760
Seniority under Selective Service Acts 27:126t
Strikes
- public utility 26:3490
- right to - _ _26:351*
Suits against labor unions -- _26:350"
Taft-Hartley Act 27:120t; 28:201t; 33:554*
Unemployment insurance 2 27:281*; 27:284*; 37:668
Unions
- as exclusive bargaining representatives .- 26:351*
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organization in restraint of trade 26:348*
- suits against 26:350*
Workmen's Compensation, see this topic
LANDLORD AND TENANT
See also Leases, Real Property
Committing nuisance 26:27*
Ejectment, see this topic
Ex-service personnel 26:30*
Farm tenancies in Nebraska 26:85*
Landlord
- duty of care owed to firemen and policemen
entering his premises .31:86t
- may stop solicitors from entering apartment house -28:124t
- occupancy by 26:28*
Notice to quit 26:36*
Obligation of tenancy, violation of 26:2 7*
Relationship under O.P.A. Rent Regulations 26:21*
Rent
- nonpayment of 26:33*
- waiver of prompt payment of . 26:34*
Restitution suit in Nebraska 26:21*
Tenant
- in possession by subtenants 26:22*
- refusal of access to landlord 26:26*
Termination of tenancy 26:35*
LAW ENFORCEMENT
Modern traffic law enforcement __ 26:258*
LAWS
See also appropriate topics
A big year for the law 37:189*
Applicable in suits between states 26:8*
Civil defense and 35:417*; 35:556*
How they grow 28:542*
State, in federal courts 24:182*
LEASES
See also Contracts, Ejectment, Real Property
Airport, municipal 26:266*
Execution by one joint tenant, severance by joint tenancy -34:292*
Farm 26:85*
Insurance clauses in 34:274*
Lessee
- protection, property damage liability 34:274*
- remedies
- ejectment 34:546t
- when demised premises wrongfully occupied 34:546t
Oil and gas
- effect of entirety clauses on grantees taking
under deeds subject to lease 34:697t
- possible treatment in Nebraska of a lessee's
interest under 31:374*
- trustee's power and authority re 35:301*
Renewal covenant specific performance of . 28:134#
School land, a case of legislative frustration 31:57t
Tenant's refusal to renew and restitution 26:26*
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LEGISLATION
See also Congress, Lobbying, Statutes
Claims filed with the Sundry Claims Board, Nebraska - 29:72*
Codification vs. piecemeal amendment 33:396*
Congress in action - -28:493*
Extra-legislational progress of law ____.__ _28:542
Gaps in, and the place of the judiciary in the shaping
of new law - "-.-------28:565*
Lag between scientific discoveries and legal procedures _ 33:1*
Law making by professional and trade associations 34:431*
Legislative adaptatiQn of scientific discovery 28:506*
Legislative control of loyalty in school system 29:485t
Legislative hearing process, the lawyer and 33:523*
Local legislation in Nebraska -29:139t
Procedure of enactment of a revenue bill .31:552*
Proposed divorce law eliminating doctrine of recrimination -. 37:438*
School redistricting 37:245*; 37:736*; 37:781t
Unemployment compensation 37:668*
LIBEL AND SLANDER
Congressional immunity from 30:107t
Libel
- defamation
- by third persons as mitigation of damages _ _ 32:121t
-- in information release 28:456t
- invasion of right of privacy 32:118t
- per quod -- -26:106t
- per se .__ 26:05t; 27:105t
Libellous matter in will 28:128t
Necessity of allegation -- 26:105t
Radio defamation - 27:107t; 29:133t
Special damages in libel actions 26:105f
LICENSES
See also Municipal Law
Licensing of professions and occupations in Nebraska --- 29:146t
Patent __ 24:225*
LIENS
See also Creditors, Foreclosures, Property, Taxation
Attachment to one joint tenant's interest 34:293*
Attorney's - 34:703t
Effect of owner's execution of land contract or
mortgage upon a joint tenancy 34:280*
Foreclosure upon personal property in Nebraska 28:93"
Tax, foreclosures in Nebraska under 24:320*; 28:240*
LIFE ESTATES
See Estates, Probate Law
LOBBYING
In Congress 28:501*
Law making by professional and trade associations 34:431*
Registration of lobbyists in Nebraska 27:123*
LOTTERIES
Business lotteries and promotions in Nebraska 34:447*
Elements of - 34:449*
Federal Anti-Racketeering Act 26:467t
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Hobbs' Anti-Racketeering Act 26:467f
Nebraska statute __ _ 34:448*
Promotions held to be 34:456*
MANDAMUS
To secure constitutional guarantees - 26:416*
MARRIAGE
See Contracts, Husband and Wife
MASTER AND SERVANT
See also Agency, Labor Law, Social Security, Workmen's
Compensation
Corporation's liability for doctors employed 27:110t
Duty of paying social security tax 27:112t
Election of remedies 34:613*
Employee-partner, as affecting benefits of
Workmen's Compensation Act 27:447t
Employer-employee relationship under the Social Security Act _27:277*
Federal Employers' Liability Act, enforceability of
contract limiting venue under 29:129t
Loss of soldier's services to Government 27:461t
Municipal corporations, see Municipal Law
Servant may combine his own and master's business,
standard instruction re 24:204
Slight or substantial deviation from direct route,
standard instruction re -24:205
Temporary illness insurance 27:283*
Veterans' seniority under Selective Service Acts 27:126t
Workmen's Compensation, see this topic
MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE
Cases on the possibility of birth 29:53*
Contract, implied - 35:547*
Hospital records, admissibility in evidence -- 29:69t
Injury, including bodily harm, resulting from
treatment by physician, standard instruction re 26:631
Medical testimony
- fertility expectancy 29:28*
- personal injury suits 27:295*
- physician as an expert witness 34:515t
Physical and mental examination, discovery 34:513t
Physician-patient privilege
- discovery and 34:508-
- implied waiver of 34:511*
- in the federal courts 34:514-
- reasons for statutes .... 34:508-
- suggested abolition of 34:517t
Physicians and surgeons
- corporate liability for employment of,
respondent superior -27:110t
- malpractice suits against 35:547*
- professional liability of 35:547*
Sexual psycopathy-a legal labyrinth of medicine, morals
and mythology -. 36:320t
Uniform Business Records as Evidence Act applied
to medical records 36:600t
MISTAKE
See Contracts, Equity
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MILITARY
Application of Federal Tort Claims Act to members
of the armed forces _ 28:614t; 29:638t
Courts martial, jurisdiction over civilians .33:516t
Service in armed forces of a foreign state,
Nationality Act of 1940 --- 31:486t
Tribunals
- trial of war offenders .__ 24:147*
- trial by joint military tribunals __.-24:156*
Uniform Code of Military Justice, general article --- -34:518t
Veterans' preference acts, constitutionality of .31:489t
MINERAL EIGHTS
Eminent domain, interest of the condemnee in 33:640t
Entirety clauses, effect of on grantees taking under
deeds subject to lease .34:697t
Reservation of minerals -. 33:628t
MINORS
See also Criminal Law and Procedure
Marriage, effect of on legal status of female under
twenty-one in Nebraska -31:425t
In quiet title actions _ _.26:524*
Support for minor children; property tax settlement
between husband and wife ... . .37:651t
MONOPOLIES
See also Interstate Commerce, Trade Regulation
Anti-trust laws
- baseball and -- - 28:616t; 34:597*
- musical copyrights and .-__30:50"
- oligopoly and _29:652t
- patent licenses and -24:225*
- tobacco industry and -26:125t
Exclusion of competitors ....... 26:125t
Restraint of trade
- labor unions and .26:348*
- tobacco industry and -26:125t
MORTGAGES
See also Property, Real Property
Absolute deeds and, rights of immediate and third parties -28:481t
Chattel
- creditors and the Nebraska statutes -33:648t
- effect of removal of the chattel to a foreign state -29:124t
- failure to record _27:433t
Crop, right of foreclosure of and cooperative
marketing agreements _____31:459t
Mortgage contract, creditor's rights - 30:120t; 33:653t
Negotiable mortgage controversy .29:606t
Owner's execution of, effect on joint tenancy 34:280*
MOTOR VEHICLES
See also Insurance, Streets and Highways
Auto injury claims, jury trial of threatened __ _.35:389*
Certificate of title, assignment insufficient
to prove ownership 34:145t
Conditional sales and mortgages, creditor's rights 33:653t
Family purpose car, standard instruction re 33:129
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Guest passenger
- comparative negligence of, apportionment of damages -- 33:54*
- duty of farm tractor operators to infant passengers -36:581t
- owner as guest - - -37:467t
- standard of duty of, standard instruction re 24:209; 33:129
- sues host and driver of other car, standard instruction re -_24:209*
Highway laws, Nebraska, revision with own staff _ _ 35:76*
Homicide
- non-criminal cause of death is presumed, standard
instruction re 33:132
- proof of unlawful operation, standard instruction re -33:131
- prosecution for -33:456t
- proximate cause, standard instruction re 33:132
Insurance'
- developments in standard automobile liability coverage _35:363*
- family automobile policy 37:581t
- liability litigation, trends in 33:268*
- spotlighting the automobile policy 33:250*
- see also Insurance this index
Non-resident motorists
- deceased, action against personal representative - 32:448t
- statute and federal venue provisions 32:383*
Operation of, standard instructions re
- driver
- duties on favored and non-favored highways - 24:202
- drunken
- in general 24:204
- blood test in evidence 33:126
-- under age 33:131
- left turn between intersections -33:133
- motorists approaching intersection at about same time -24:219
- speed of automobile in feet per second 24:199
- sudden emergency 24:204
Right of way
- in Nebraska 27:515*
- standard instruction re . .24:223
Safety Responsibility Act, Nebraska, and uncompensated
victims of automobile accidents 34:675f
Sale and transfer, validity of Nebraska statutes requiring
certificates of title for 30:656t
Statutory rules of the road, Nebraska, and the Uniform Vehicle
code, a general appraisal 35:108t
Taxation in Nebraska and 34:339*
Taxicab, duty of passenger in, standard instruction re 24:222
Trucks, practice and procedure before Nebraska State
Railway Commission 37:486*
MUNICIPAL LAW
Affecting freedom of speech, assembly and religion - ---27:437*
Compared with international law sanctions 27:1*
Contracts-Right of an offeror to withdraw bid
before acceptance 36:618t
'Home Rule" -30:224*
Legality of preparation of bonding histories by engineers
or bonding companies 29:311*
Legal procedures for mayors, councils, and village boards _29:304*
Municipal
- annexation and detachment in Nebraska 34:43t
- airports, leasing 26:266*
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attorneys, every day problems of 33:286*
- bond law, some phases of 36:168*
- contracts in perpetuum 35:140t
- notice required in special assessments 37:240*
- ordinances
- and resolutions, right of initiative and referendum
in Nebraska .31:77t
- controlling sound amplification devices - 28:618t
- effect of violation of, standard instruction re -24:224
- prohibiting making addresses or displaying signs
in a city park, validity of .31:492t
- regulating itinerant vendors, constitutionality -- 28:289*
- regulating use of public grounds .27:437f
- revision of 33:279*
-- zoning, equal protection clause .34:139t
planning and traffic -31:371*
- police power and aesthetic zoning - 35:143f
power to create a crime .34:133f
- responsibility for corporate activities -27:563t
- statutory transfer of liability to others 27:569ttort liability
- defective streets and sidewalks .27:561t
- for city trucks 28:464t
- immunity
- effect of insurance on 34:78f
- in general ...32:640t
- traffic courts and driver attitudes 31:227*
-- zoning problem 36:179f
- zoning, personal notice required in 37:232*
Municipality
- power to punish for crimes .27:473f
- rules of estoppel against .27:287*
Public utilities, see this topic
Special fund doctrine, extensions of .29:75t
NATURAL LAW
Historical background of - 26:90*
Nuremberg trials and ._____ 26:93*
NAVIGATION
See also Water and Water Courses
Barge service, effect of railroad rate discriminations on -28:418t
Diversion of waters 26:7*
Interference with .__ _26:7"
State's suit for obstruction 26:7*
NEBRASKA STATE BAR ASSOCIATION
See Index III
NEGLIGENCE
See also Torts
Attractive nuisance doctrine as a basis for damages caused to
third persons by trespassing child - 36:362t
Automobile, uncompensated victims of in Nebraska - 34:675t
Charities
- immunity of 27:571f
- liability of 27:571t
Comparative
- automobile guest, apportionment of damages --. 33:54*
- assumption of risk as defense, Nebraska statute -30:608t
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- guest statute, standard instruction re 24:220
- in general .32:234*
- Nebraska view 36:240*
- standard instruction re 24:219
Concurrent, standard instruction re 24:221
Contribution, rule against in Nebraska, status of 37:820f
Contributory
- as defense of municipality 27:565t
- defined, standard instruction re 24:224
Custodial care, sovereign liability for 34:660t
Defined, standard instruction re - -. 24:224
Documents of title, limitations on liability -32:600f
Duties of farm tractor operators to infant passengers 36:581
Gross
- defined, standard instruction re 24:224
- guest statute, standard instruction re 24:221
Last clear change, standard instruction re 26:632
Municipality, see Municipal Law
No negligence, no redress, standard instruction re 24:222
Of person not party to action, standard instruction re - 33:132
Of thief, liability of owner of stolen automobile - 29:131t
Ordinary care, defined, standard instruction re 24:224
Physicians and surgeons
- employed by corporation, corporate liability 27:110t
- professional liability 35:547*
Pre-natal injury .. -26:431t
Preparation and trial of negligence cases 30:278*
Proximate cause
- defined, standard instruction re 24:224
- more than one 34:150t
- risk theory and 32:72t
Res ipsa loquitur - 33:620t
Risk theory and proximate cause 32:72f
Slight, standard instruction re 24:224
Some problems of subrogation in Workman's Compensation -36:135*
Sovereign liability, proper custodial care 34:660t
Statute of limitations, when starts to run 32:124t
Strict liability, Nebraska statute 31:474t
Superseding cause 34:150t
Trespassing children, liability to 35:131t; 36:362t
Trial techniques in negligence cases 31:252*
NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS
Accommodation maker, discharge under N.I.L. _ 35:505f
Bank's liability for failure to comply with stop-payment order 28:437t
Collateral agreement, admissibility of parol
evidence to show 34:141f
Conditional delivery ....- 34:141t
Condition subsequent under Sec. 16 N.I.L., parol evidence -34:141t
Contract negotiability under the Uniform Commercial Code -33:613t
Destruction, intentional, by holder as cancellation of debt _33:90t
Drawee
- liability for forgery 26:436f
- liability on checks payable to fictitious payees 29:96t
Fictitious payees 26:4371; 29:96
Forged endorsement by one of multiple signers 26:4361
Holder
- in due course
- installment note after maturity of one installment -27:430t
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- status of affected by separate instruments
read as one -___33:92t
- intention destruction as cancellation of debt 33:90t
Multiple signatures, forged endorsement by one -26:436t
Negotiable mortgage controversy 29:606t
Payee, fictitious _26:437t; 29:96t
Purchase of note after maturity of one installment _ _ _27:430t
Separate instruments read as one, negotiability 33:92t
Uniform Negotiable Instruments Law
- comparison with proposed Commercial Code, Article 3 _30:531*
- problems of interpretation under __ 27:485*
NUISANCE
Attractive, liability to trespassing children 35:131t
OIL AND GAS
See also Index III
Community leases, pooling clauses and agreements
not to compete 37:308*
Determining fair market value of oil and gas interests - -37:609t
Entirety clauses, effect on grantees taking under deeds
subject to lease 34:697t
Leases and contracts, fiduciaries' powers and authority
re in Nebraska _ _ __ 35:301*
Lessee's interest under an oil and gas lease, possible treatment
in Nebraska 31:374*
Reservations of oil and gas 33:628t
Title examinations in Nebraska _34:1"
Nebraska Blue Sky Law and oil and gas interests .____ .37:383*
OLD AGE INSURANCE
See Social Security
PARENT AND CHILD
See Child Custody, Domestic Relations
PAROL EVIDENCE
See Evidence, Negotiable Instruments
PAROLE
See Criminal Law and Procedure
PARTNERSHIP
Covenants not to compete, married woman's right to contract _33:110t
Taxation
- distributive share of capital gains _33:74t
- federal income taxes and the partnership 31:531*
- guaranteed salary to a partner 5
- partnership return, respects in which more than
an information return .33:74t
- transactions between partner and partnership ..... 35:358*
- under the 1954 Internal Revenue Code ______34:25*
Workmen's Compensation benefits of partner-employee - -- 27:447t
PART PERFORMANCE
See Contracts
PATENT
Court of Customs and Patent Appeals, judgments of --- 28:449t
Infringements, federal liability for under Tort Claims Act _ 27:30*
Licenses and abuses 24:225*
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Res judicata
- in patent cases 28:449t
- limitation of application - 28:450t
PATERNITY
Case under the 1941 Statute, standard instruction re - 26:633
Presumption of in bastardy suits 26:127t
Requirements for acknowledgment in Nebraska 35:515t
PERSONAL PROPERTY
See Property, Mortgages
PETITIONS
Right of signers to withdraw from 32:112t
PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS
See Medical Jurisprudence
PLEADING
See also Civil Procedure, Criminal Law and Procedure,
and the various forms of actions
Inconsistent defenses, right to plead 28:29*
Joinder
- of causes of action 26:42*
- of equitable claims 26:53*
- of multiple parties and claims 26:56*
Nolo contendere, nature and consequences of .33:428t
Right to change defense or claim by amendments 36:591t
Separation of trials of joint tort feasors 27:590t
Splitting the cause of action -26:62*
POLICE POWER
Municipal corporations, aesthetic zoning under _35:143f
States, reservation of 24:182*
PRACTICE
See also Attorneys, Civil Procedure, Criminal Procedure,
Index III
Ethics in legal practice in Nebraska 37:702*
Of law, methods, the long and short view 33:353*
In the field of federal income taxation, statement of
principles promulgated by the National Conference of
Lawyers and Certified Public Accountants 31:179
Unauthorized
- accounting --- 29:103t
- before administrative tribunals -26:640t
- see also Special Committee Reports in Index III
PRESUMPTIONS
See also Evidence
Conclusive, race horse trainer held insurer of its condition -29:476t
Continuing, insanity - 26:465t
Due care, in wrongful death actions 32:613t
In life and accident insurance litigation in Nebraska 25:197*
Negative, in criminal actions 27:102t
Paternity, in bastardy suits 26:127t
PRINCIPAL AND AGENT
See Agency
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PRIVACY, RIGHT OF
See Libel and Slander, Torts
PRIVILEGE
See Evidence
PROBATE LAW
See also Descent and Distribution, Estates, Wills, Index III
Administration bonds -- _26:230*
Aliens, right to inherit 28:393*
Bequests
- specific, extinguished, descent of insurance
proceeds covering - 33:116t
- to members of a class .35:300*
- void or lapsed .35:300*
Descent and distribution statutes .26:231*
Devises
- to members of a class 35:300*
- void or lapsed .35:300*
Duplicate original will, probate of -28:620t
Executor
- liability for libellous matter in will .28:128t
- non-resident 26:232*
Final settlement 26:233*
Income Tax allocation, current issues of ._37:329*
Inventory, preparation and filing .26:230*
Legislation affecting, passed by 1955 Nebraska Legislature -- 35:297*
Liability of estate for libellous matter in will .28:128t
Model Probate Code
- comparison with Nebraska probate laws .20:208*
- the proposed 35:290*
Nebraska
- comparison with Model Probate Code .... .. 30:208*
- 1955 legislation .35:297*
Optional contract of purchase of realty, constructive
conversion into personalty after death of vendor _27:593t
Posthumous children - 26:228*
Probate problems, miscellaneous ......... 34:302*; 37:134*
Proof and establishment of lost will -24:283*
Testimony of attorney concerning communications
relative to drawing a will 26:227*
Widow's allowance _- 26:232*
PROBATION
See Criminal Law and Procedure
PROCESS
See also Civil Procedure, Jurisprudence
Due process, see Constitutional Law
Fraud in procurement of personal service __- 35:458t
Foreign corporation
- jurisdiction over and due process 32:498t
- service on -27:66t; 27:595t
Service of process
- by publication, the Mullane Doctrine and its
effect on Nebraska statutes 32:432t
- constructive
- in action to quiet title __26:505*
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- in tax foreclosures 28:240*
- possibility "known" non-resident is in fact
a resident 32:413 t
- fraud in procurement of personal service 35:458f
- in divorce actions 27:458t
- in civil actions 27:458t
- on foreign corporation 27:66t; 32:498t
- on foreign corporation agent 27:595t
- on non-resident motorist 32:383*
- on personal representative of deceased
non-resident motorist 32:448t
PROPERTY
See also Mortgages, Real Property
Airspace, ownershp of 35:279*
Automobile, assignment of certificate of title
insufficient to prove ownership 34:145t
Community
- administration of the community estate 27:224*
- debts of 27:220*
- distinguished from separate 27:230*
- effect of spouse's death on 27:215*
- effect on estate tax .27:259*
- effect on federal income tax 27:248*
- effect on gift taxes 27:261*
- effect on titles to real property 27:229*
- equalization under the Revenue Act of 1948 28:74*
- general principles 27:210*
- liability for tort of spouses 27:56t
- rights of creditors in .27:215*
- separate postnuptial obligations ... 27:218*
- states, the problem of income tax in 27:541*
- statute
- constitutionality 27:116t
- repeal
- problems created by - -28:142t
- resolution by Nebraska Bar Association __27:369
- Texas trust theory, application in Nebraska -_ 27:241"
Conveyancing, improvements of procedure 36:81*
Conveyances, fraudulent -33:653t
Cotenancies
- bank accounts .34:287*
- contract tenancies 34:288*
- joint tenancy .34:286*
- tenancy in common 34:287*; 34:502t
- tenancy in common with benefit of survivorship _34:287*
Covenants, see Real Property
Easement of flight by aircraft 26:121t
Homicide and
- invasion of property rights, loss of support -- 26:128t
- limitations upon benefits accruing to slayer ----- 30:601t
Insurable interest, when must it exist in Nebraska? __________31:597t
Intangibles, held in trust, taxable situs _ _ ______27:98t
Invasion of property rights - - 26:128t; 35:279*
Joint tenancy
- creation of in proceeds of land sale contract 34:504t
- in general, a panel discussion 33:293*
- liability of surviving joint owner for debts of
deceased joint owner 35:307*
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severance of _ _ 29:235*; 34:280*; 34:501t
words necessary for creation 34:67*; 34:286*
see also Real Property
Just compensation, see Constitutional Law, Eminent Domain
Marital rights, federal tax consequences of release of - -30:500t
Perpetuities, rule against in Nebraska 29:628t
Personal
- chattels, see Mortgages
- constructive conversion, optional contract of purchase
of realty after death of vendor ___27:593t
- lien foreclosure on in Nebraska .... 28:93*
- method of lien foreclosures in Nebraska by class --- 28:97*
Property settlement and Federal Gift Tax _37:639t
Public, see Constitutional Law
Replevin, burden of proving ownership .34:145t
Rights
- infringement of through unauthorized telecasting --- 31:600t
- invasion
- airspace, aircraft 26:121f; 35:279*
- loss of support, wrongful death claim --- -26:128t
Taking of property, by low flights .26:121t
Tenants in common, conveying to themselves as joint tenants -- 28:117t
Transfers containing contingencies, tax valuation .29:18*
PROXIMATE CAUSE
See Negligence, Torts
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSIONS
See Public Utilities, Railroads
PUBLIC UTILITIES
Inter-relationships of Nebraska's public power agencies --- 30:416*
Payments in lieu of taxes ...._30:86t
Public power and the Federal Government __ 30:375*
Public power districts and cooperatives, contribution
to rural electrification _____30:442"
Rates, regulation of by Nebraska State Railway Commission ---- 30:469t
Regional and river valley public power development -. .30:401*
Revenues of, limitations upon the disposition of in Nebraska -- 31:443t
QUIETING TITLE
Against an adverse possessor 26:496*
Against a grantee from the life tenant ____26:496*
Adversity of defendant's claim ___26:501*
Bill quia timet 26:487*
Bills of peace 26:487*
Court, proper ____26:491*
Infants and persons of unsound mind _____ 26:524*
In Nebraska -_26:491*
Judgment -26:514*
Location and description of the land - 26:498*
Plaintiff's title, estate or interest .... 26:499*
Pleading the action .... 26:498*
Prayer for relief -__ ___ 26:503*
Problems and procedure _26:485*
Process
- constructive service
- in general ____26:505*
- where person on record is dead __26:507*
publication, defects in service _____26:514*
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Remaindermen and reversioners .. 26:496*
State regulation of by statute 26:489*
Statutory expansion of 26:488*
Who may bring action 26:494*
RADIO
Defamation by -27:27:107t; 29:133t
RAILROADS
Nebraska State Railway Commission
- evidence in hearings before -_-_-_ -_ 28:248*
- practice and procedure before 30:263*
- regulation of rates by 30:469t
Railway Labor Act, National Railroad Adjustment Board -28:205t
Railway rate discriminations as they affect barge service -28:418t
State taxation in Nebraska, assessment of railroads 34:335*
REAL PROPERTY
See also Mortgages, and particular topics of property law
Aspects of avigation 35:277*
Contracts
- lease, renewal covenant, specific performance 28:134t
- of purchase, optional, constructive conversion 27:593t
- oral
- fraud 27:420t
- part performance -... 27:420t
- specific performance 27:417t; 28:231*
-- peculiar Nebraska rule 28:233*
- to convey 28:231*
Conveyancing, draftsmanship in 32:200*
Conveyancing, improvements in procedure = 36:81*
Cotenancies, defined, see Property this index
Covenants
- restrictive
- racial ___ 31:616t
-- with reverter clause _ 31:201*
- running with the land, effect of tax sales 29:458t
Deeds
- absolute and mortgages, rights of immediate and
third parties 28:481t
- reservations
- minerals -33:628t
-- oil and gas ,33:628t
- subject to oil and gas lease .34:697t
Easements
- appurtenant, effect of tax sales on _-- 29:458t
- taxable in Nebraska? 32:610t
Ejectment, see this topic
Farm tenancies in Nebraska .... 26:85*
Forcible detainer - _26:21*
Foreign, effect of consent decrees in divorce actions 29:88t
Homestead, determination of in decedent's estate - 35:299*
Indian lands, title based on original possession - - -- 26:455t
Inheritance, non-resident aliens 28:393*
Islands, in bed of stream, ownership 26:121t
Joint tenancy
- creation
- in land sale contract payments -34:504t
- words necessary for - 34:67*
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- effect of owner's execution of land
contract or mortgage 34:280*; 34:501t
- in general, a panel discussion .33:293*
- liability of surviving joint owner for debts and
obligations of deceased joint owner .35:307*
severability of in Nebraska -- -29:235*
severance by
- attachment of liens to joint tenant's interest __ 34:293*
- contract to sell - 34:291*; 34:501t
- execution of lease by one joint tenant 34:292*
-- execution of mortgage-by one joint tenant _ 34:292*
mutual contract to sever --- 34:292*
some of the dangers of 29:235*
Leases, see this topic
Legislation affecting, 1955 Nebraska Legislature 35:297*
Mortgages, see this topic
Partition proceedings, allowance of fees in 35:303*
Perpetuities, rule against in Nebraska -- 29:628t
Quieting title, see this topic
Restitution, see this topic
Right to own
- aliens 28:392*
- foreign corporation, 1955 statutory extension
of in Nebraska _35:303*
Riparian
- boundaries 26:121f; 28:395*; 28:397*
- ownership 26:121t
Taxation
- review of tax assessments __ _32:395*
- see also Taxation this index
Tenancy in common with survivorship rights -- -29:462t
Tenants in common
- conveying to themselves as joint tenants 28:117t
defined __ ____34:287"
Title
- as affected by community property law 27:229*
- determination of by county court in certain cases --- 35:304*
- examinations, see Titles this index
- merchantable
- definition of by legislative act __ 25:86*
- legislation for Nebraska 26:219*
- problems, a panel discussion .34:311*
- quieting, see this topic
Valuation
- for dam site, eminent domain .29:119t
- for taxation, see Taxation this index
REFORMATION OF INSTRUMENTS
See Contracts
REGULATIONS
See also Administrative Law
Constructive notice of ___-_27:454t
Insurance _27:309*
Of air traffic __31:372*
Rate, public utilities, Nebraska State Railway Commission -- 30:469t
Rent, under Emergency Price Control Act ._26:21*
Trade, see this topic
Traffic, development of scientific .31:367*
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RELIGIOUS SOCIETY
See Constitutional Law
REMAINDERS
See Quieting Title
REMEDIES
See also Civil Procedure, Criminal Law and Procedure
Election of, agency 34:613*
Equitable, see Equity
Mandamus as 26:416 tPublic contracts-a new right for an unsuccessful bidder - 36:612t
Taxpayer's remedies in state tax matters 34:347*
REPLEVIN
Burden of proving ownership 34:145t
RESCISSION AND CANCELLATION
See Contracts, Equity
RESTATEMENTS OF LAW
See Index III
RESTITUTION
Suit in Nebraska 26:21*
REVERSIONS
See Estates, Probate Law, Quieting Title, Trusts
REVIEW
See Administrative Law, Civil Procedure
SALES
See also Contracts, Property, Real Property
Bulk sales act, Nebraska 33:655t
Conditional and creditors __ 33:651t
Contracts - effect of merger clause on fraud by agent -- 36:360f
Creditors and the Nebraska statutes .33:646t
Land sale contract, effect on joint tenancy title 34:501*
Motor vehicles, validity of Nebraska statutes requiring
certificates of title for 30:656t
Retail price maintenance agreements, and
fair trade regulation .35:98t
Tax
- effect on appurtenant easements 29:458t
- effect on covenants running with the land 29:458t
Warranty, implied, breach of 31:609t
SCHOOLS
Board of Regents, right to engage in commercial enterprises -28:611t
Buildings, limitations on state's power to control use of - 26:416t
Correspondence, action for breach of contract 33:80t
Instructors, loss of employment by asserting the
privilege against self-incrimination 34:88t
Law, place of the legal fraternity in legal education 35:31*
Loyalty in school system, legislative control of 29:485t
Parochial, and public funds -27:468t
Redistricting - problems 37:245*; 37:736*; 37:781t
Redistricting, economic considerations in laws for - 32:629t
School land leases, 1951, a case of legislative frustration -31:57t
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Segregation in .33:44*; 34:557t
Separation of church and state and the application of the
First Amendment to state powers ----. 36:357t
SEARCHES AND SEIZURES
See Constitutional Law, Evidence
SECURITIES
Act of 1933, exemptions from registration under _: 27:43*
Nebraska Blue Sky Law and oil and gas interests - -- _ 37:383*
SOCIAL SECURITY
See also Workmen's Compensation
Act, the
- amendments under 1954 Revenue Code with reference
to coverage for farmers ....__ .. 35:317
- employer-employee relationship under .____ _27:277*
- in general ____ 27:275*
- reviewed 35:317*
Old age and survivors insurance program
- in general -27:276*
- presenting claims for old age benefits _ 27:52*
Shifting burden of paying on employees ____27:112t
Temporary illness insurance -_ __ 27:283
Unemployment insurance ___ 27:281*
Unemployment compensation during labor disputes ......... 37:668
Workmen's Compensation, see this topic
SOLDIERS AND SAILORS
See Landlord and Tenant, Torts, Military
SPECIAL FINDINGS
See Jury
SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE
Contract for purchase of automobile 2 27:79t
Oral contract to convey real estate 28:231*
Oral land contract - _ -_27:417t
Remedy after anticipatory breach _ 27:85t
Renewal covenant in lease _828:134f
Spouse's pre-marital contract as against other spouse _____27:100t
STATES
Boundary
- disputes 26:5"
- riparian 28:395*
Claims against .30:255*; 34:660t
Debt limitation, constitutional, device for avoidance of -34:714t
Delegation of crime-making power to cities, counties,
and municipalities .---27:471t
Drainage rights .26:7*
Equitable apportionment of water between _ ___ 28:398*
Financial interests of - _26:5"
Immunity from suit .26:1*; 34:660t
Inland, international law in ___ 28:387*
Insurance, regulation of _ __ _ _ _27:306*
Irrigation rights of ___26:8*
Jurisdiction over non-residents doing business in state ..-. 28:635t
Licensing of professions and occupations 29:146t
Natural resources, interference with exportation of 26:7*
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Race discrimination by, equal protection 29:470t
Rights, see Constitutional Law
School lands 31:57t
Statehood and international law 28:388*
Suits between 26:3*
STATUTES, NEBRASKA
Admissibility of business records in evidence 29:60*
Adoption, effect on inheritance of adopted child 32:68t
Apportionment Act 32:517*
Attorney's lien -_ 34:703*
Comparative negligence 30:618t; 33:54*; 36:240*
Community property, see Property
Corporation dividends 34:531t
Corporation law in Nebraska 36:368*
Dairy statutes 37:521t
"Dead Man's" ,,31:1*
Descent and distribution 26:231*
Directed verdicts 30:630t
Discovery and depositions 34:507t; 34:517t
Effect of violation of, standard instruction re 24:224
Election, allowing employees time off, with pay, to vote -31:97t
Eminent domain procedural statute 35:259*
Fair trade 35:98t
False pretenses 33:491t
Fraud 32:2*; 33:577*
Guest Statute 37:467t
Licensing 29:146t
Lottery 34:448*
Miscegenation 28:475t
Motor Vehicles
- non-resident motorists 32:383*; 32:448t
- requiring certificate of title for sale or transfer _ 30:656t
- safety responsibility act 34:675t; 37:458t
Municipal annexation and detachment 32:43t
Municipal home rule - progress report 36:447*
Notice by publication 32:432t
Probate, see Probate Law
Radio stations, limiting liability for defanation -29:133t
Real property, see this topic
Right to work 36:276*
Reorganization of School Districts Act 37:247*
Section 25-530 37:587t
Sex offenders, punishment of 33:475t
Sexual psychopath 29:506t; 33:475t; 36:320t
Strict liability 31:474t
Trust, see this topic
Unemployment compensation 37:696*
Uniform Business Records as Evidence Act applied
to medical records 36:600t
Workmen's compensation 31:500t
STREETS AND HIGHWAYS
See also Motor Vehicles, Municipal Law
Automobiles
- right of way
- in Nebraska 27:515*
- forfeiture of 27:537*
Bicycles, and right of way 27:534*
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Constitutional requirements-regulating use of streets - -- 37:479t
Emergency vehicles, right of way 27:532*
Highways
- favored and non-favored, duties of drivers
on, standard instruction re = 24:202
- intersections
- defined, standard instruction re __24:224
- left turn between, standard instruction re _____33:133
Nebraska law, revised 35:76*
- public, duty to maintain bridges over intersecting
irrigation and drainage ditches 31:417t
Nebraska statutory rules of the road and the
Uniform Vehicle Code, a general appraisal 35:108t
Pedestrians and right of way 27:532*
Traffic control, as experimental jurisprudence in action --- 31:349*
SUBROGATION
Workmans' Compensation -36:135*
Under Federal Tort Claims Act
- subrogee's right - .28:lllt; 28:633t
- subrogee's suits, application of federal
rules of procedure to -- 28:430t
SUBVERSIVE ACTIVITIES
See also Constitutional Law
Congressional investigation of communism in schools - -34:88t
Lawyers responsibility and the Fifth Amendment -- 34:573*; 34:586*
Membership in the communist party as sufficient grounds
for discharging a professor .34:97t
National Labor Relations Board ruling on
non-communist affidavits - -27:120t
SUITS
See also Actions, particular topics
Against labor unions .26:350*
Against State of Nebraska, legislative settlement of __ 29:426*
Between states
- applicable law ._26:8*
- enforcement of decrees .26:15*
Immunity of states from .26:1"
Individuals against states .__ __26:2"
Interstate suits, see this topic
Justiciable controversy .26:3*
Representative, state suing in behalf of citizen .26:6*
Restraining election officials, reapportionment
of congressional districts .26:119t
SURETYSHIP
Accomodation maker, suretyship defenses of 35:490t
Building contractor bonds -27:390*
Corporate surety 27:390*
TAXATION
See also Index III
In General
Ad valorem personal property tax on flight equipment
used in interstate commerce 33:112t
Assessments, review of -32:3 95
Burden on interstate commerce -- 26:462t
Business, regulation by - -- 29:80t
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Charitable foundations and their benefits -34:630*
Delinquent return, reliance on advisor as reasonable
cause for 30:124t
Excise, regulation by ancillary provisions 32:103t
Foreclosure sales, see Foreclosures
Intangible
- corporate stock 33:114t
- trust property, situs of , 27:98t
Joint tenancy and -- - 29:235*
Payments in lieu of taxes 30:86t
Problems between community and non-community
property states - 28:149t
Procedure in tax fraud cases 36:187*
Public purpose doctrine and parochial schools ----------- 27:468t
Reciprocal trusts - a tax avoidance device with recuperative
powers 36:568*
Sales, effect on appurtenant easements and covenants running
with the land - 29:458t
Social security, see this topic
State tax on goods in process of exportation 26:450t
Tax claims of bankrupt, interest on -27:427t
Transfer tax, subsidiary to parent corporation 32:626t
Valuation
- judicial limitations on 29:49*
- of property transfers containing birth contingencies - -29:17*
- standards, cases delineating 29:50*
Waivers, informal, as giving rise to an estoppel 30:510t
Federal
In General
Consequences of release of marital property rights 30:500t
Effect on estate planning 27:263*
Internal Revenue Act of 1948 28:62*
Internal Revenue Code of 1954
- deductions -35:343*
- developments under, a panel discussion 35:316*
- gifts to minors 35:334*
- in general - 35:328*
- joint tenancies - 35:353*
- Section 306 stock under 35:351*
- use of life insurance in estate planning under - 34:459*
Pitfalls in divorce, alimony and separate maintenance -31:509*
Procedure of enacting a revenue bill 31:552*
Procedure in federal tax cases -30:328; 36:187*
Taxes as a valuation factor - fair market value of oil and
gas interests 37:630t
Valuation of goodwill .31:559*
Estate
Allocation in probation estate; current issues 37:329*
Apportionment
- Nebraska act 32:517*
- provision against and insurance beneficiaries - 34:470*
Charitable foundations and 34:630*
Deduction of attorney's fees 29:632t; 35:343*
Effect of community property law on 27:259*; 28:74*
Farmers
- current problems of 29:1*
- planning the estate of 34:365*
Income in respect of a decedent 31:522*
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Internal Revenue Code of 1954 and 35:333*
Life insurance
- general problems of in estate planning .36:472t
- gifts of life insurance policies 34:460*
- Marital deduction and 28:286*; 34:468*
- provision against apportionment and 34:470*
- reversionary interest problem 34:461*
Marital deduction
- in general 28:65*; 28:277*; 35:335*
- life insurance as 28:286*
- trust 37:282*
Possibility of reverter in inter-vivos trust 28:624t
Revenue Act of 1948 28:62*
Short term trusts, consequences of 34:473*
Tenancies in common with right of survivorship and - 29:462t
Gift
Amendment under the Revenue Act of 1948 28:62*; 28:76*
Effect of community property law on - 27:261*
Federal gift taxes in property settlement - 37:639t
Gifts
- between husband and wife 28:76*
- to minors, under 1954 Internal Revenue Code 35:334*
- to third parties by husband and wife -. _28:78*
Joint tenancies 37:255*
Joint tenancy property, under 1954 Internal Revenue Code -35:355*
Judgments for maintenance and support and 32:116t
Life insurance
- annual exclusion 34:466*
- beneficiary designation by donee -34:467*
- in contemplation of death - -. 34:465*
Tenancies in common with right of survivorship and - 29:465t
Trusts, consequences of 34:473*
Unreported gifts, filing 37:262*
Valuation includes excise tax -30:122t
Income
Accounting procedures and methods under 1954
Internal Revenue Code 34:116t
Award for loss of future earnings, exemption 32:491t
Charitable foundations and 34:630*
Charitable gifts, realization of income from 32:109t
"Claim of right" doctrine .29:112f
Corporate
- acquisitions or sales of property under
1954 Internal Revenue Code - 35:330*
- distribution of its own stock 35:351*
- distribution of appreciated property 36:528*
Decedent's Estate
- deductions 35:343*
- deductions for attorney's fees 35:343*
- income in respect of a decedent 31:522*
Dependents under the 1954 Internal Revenue Code 35:328*
Depreciation
- corporate distribution of depreciated property - 35:340*
- under the 1954 Internal Revenue Code 35:339*
Effect of community property law on 27:248*
Embezzlement loss deductible when discovered 31:623t
Farmers
- current tax problems of 29:1*
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- planning the estate of -34:356t
- sale of excess livestock is capital gain -29:126t
- soil and water conservation expenditures 35:349*
Form vs. substance - 32:589t
Future income taxes 36:202*
Life insurance and - __35:376*
Limitation of rate to 25%, constitutional amendment
by convention _ 31:407*
Partners and partnerships
- distributive share of capital gains 33:74t
- family partnerships 29:453*
- guaranteed salary to a partner .35:347*
- in general 31:531*; 34:25*
- property contributed to the partnership 35:336*
- transactions between partner and partnership - 35:358*
Preparation of return - 26:248*
Prizes, of competitive contests sponsored by non-profit
organizations, taxable .__.31:625t
Problems in community property states __27:541*
Refund
- limitation period for filing claims .27:456t
- of tax paid on money subsequently refunded _ _ _27:598t
Trusts, where grantor treated as the substantial owner - 34:472*
Nebraska
Apportionment Act 32:517*
Easements, taxable in Nebraska? 32:610t
State taxation in 34:332*
Taxpayer's remedies in tax matters - 34:347*
TELEGRAPHS AND TELEPHONES
See also Public Utilities
Telegraph company's liability for mental anguish resulting
from non-delivery of telegram 29:481t
TENANCY
See Landlord and Tenant, Property, Real Property
TESTIMONY
See Evidence, Witnesses
TITLES
See also Property, Quieting Title, Real Property
Action to quiet, see Quieting Title
Assigned certificate of title to automobile insufficient to prove
ownership 34:145t
Community property law, effect on _ .27:229*
Conveyancing, improvement of procedure 36:81*
Documents of, limitations on liability for negligence in _ 32:600t
Examinations
- merchantable title standards 25:85; 26:219; 29:229
- oil and gas in Nebraska _ 34:1*
Indian lands, title based on original possession 26:455t
Joint tenancy
- a panel discussion -_33:293*
- creation of _34:67*; 34:286*; 34:504t
- severance of 34:280*; 34:501t
Merchantable
- definition of by legislative act .25:86*
- legislation for Nebraska 26:219*
- standards 25:85*; 26:219*; 29:231*
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Real property, determination of title by county
court in certain cases __ 35:304*
Sundry title problems -34:311*
TORTS
See also Negligence, particular torts
Alienation of affections, see Domestic Relations
Assault and battery, definition, standard instruction re ________33:125
Attractive nuisance doctrine as basis for damages caused to
third persons by trespassing child .36:362j
Automobile, see Negligence, Motor Vehicles
Contribution, rule against in Nebraska .-37:820t
Defamation, see Libel and Slander
Duty of farm tractor operators to infant passengers -- - -36:581t
Federal Tort Claims Act
- effect of state statute of limitations on right to maintain
action under 28:122t
- exclusion of assault and battery claims ---- 34:567t; 34:662t
- federal government assumes liability in tort .27:30*
- federal rules of procedure, application to suits under -. 28:430t
- liberalized interpretation - 35:509t
- members of armed forces, application to -. 28:614t
- servicemen, may they sue under for service-
caused injuries? 29:638t
- settlement of claims 28:633t
- subrogee, right under _ _ 28:111t; 28:633t
Husband and wife
- committed during marriage, not revived by annulment --28:625t
liability of spouses under community property law -27:56t
- right of wife to sue husband - - -- 26:442t
- to person of wife by husband 26:442t
- wife's right to recover for loss of consortium 30:82t
Immunity
- government subdivisions _____-34:78t
- state, waiver of - ____32:640t
Independent wrongful acts, unapportionable damages _______30:664t
Landlord, duty of care to firemen and policemen
entering his premises -31:86t
Liability
- joint and several 27:590t
-- standard instruction re __24:218
- sovereign, for tortious acts of its wards 34:660t
- strict, Nebraska statute -31:474t
- to trespassing children 35:131t
Libel and slander, see this topic
Mental anguish, telegraph company's liability for resulting
from non-delivery of telegram 29:481t
Municipal corporations, see Municipal Law
Prenatal death and injury, recovery for in Nebraska - - 31:611t
Proximate cause
- risk theory and -32:72t
- standard instruction re .-- 24:224; 26:633
- violation of a statute and - 29:131t
Reasonable doubt, standard instruction re 33:134
Res ipsa loquitur
- Nebraska, application of .27:61t
- Nebraska, procedural effect 33:620t
Right of privacy, invasion of _. _ 32:118t
Self-defense, standard instruction re .33:135; 33:137
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Soldiers, loss of services to government because of 27:461t
State, waiver of immunity 32:640t
Statute of limitations, when starts to run 32:124t
Superseding cause _34:150t
Wrongful death
- action by wife -31:628f
- action for breach of warranty under ....- 31:609t
- contract to release third parties from liability 29:473t
- present worth, standard instruction re -24:222
- presumption of due care - 32:613f
- right of administrator of unborn child to sue for --- 29:641t
TRADE NAMES
Infringement on 28:126t
TRADE REGULATION
See also Interstate Commerce, Monopolies
Anti-trust laws, see Interstate Commerce, Monopolies
Business regulation
- by taxation _ __ _ 29:80t
- licensing of professions and occupations in Nebraska -- 29:146t
- ordinances regulating itinerant vendors 28:289*
- unauthorized practice of accounting 29:103t
Dairy regulation in Nebraska 37:521t
Fair trade
- Nebraska act 35:98t
- regulation 35!105t
Interstate commerce, anti-trust laws, see Interstate Commerce
Licensing of professions and occupations in Nebraska ----. 29:146t
Oligopoly and the Sherman Act 29:652t
Unfair competition 34:721*
TREATIES
See also International Law, International Relations
Bricker Amendment in Canada 34:59*
Self-executing 31:463f
War, effect on 24:174*
TRIALS
See also Civil Procedure, Criminal Law and Procedure,
Evidence, Jury
Attorneys conduct during trial 37:723*
Compromise verdicts in criminal cases - 37:802t
Contempt by publication during 27:92t
Coram nobis, see this topic
Court, See Courts
Courtroom psychiatric diagnosis, validity of 30:513t
Criminal
- negative presumptions in 27:102
- right to counsel in 27:95t
Cross-examination of witnesses in casualty cases 37:215"
Defendants, discretion of court to separate --- 27:590t
Inconsistent jury verdicts in civil cases 37:596t
Jury, see this topic
New trial
- appellant's burden in setting aside verdict -32:504t
- motion for, evidence to be considered by successor judge -34:153t
Nuremberg, see International Law
Press photographers and the courtroom, Canon 35 and
freedom of the press .35:1*; 35:13*
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Pre-pre-trial conference without judge in Federal Courts -- 37:449*
Pre-trial conference 26:110t; 28:1*; 29:340*
Pre-trial procedure, Nebraska District Courts 26:1l0t
Preparation and presentation of photographic evidence --- 36:101*
Rebuttal evidence, nature of admissible in Nebraska - - 33:625t
Recording, use of sound disc and other mechanical
devices __ __32:509t
Techniques
- cross-examination .31:310*; 32:333*; 37:215*
- discovery and preparation for trial ..... 32:293*
- in negligence cases 31:252*
- opening statements and closing arguments _32:302*
- presentation of case by plaintiffs and defendants --. 32:311*
- problems of direct and cross-examination 37:149*
- questioned document examiner _ __37:552*
- selection of the jury 32:302*
- use of real evidence -- 37:501*
Trial procedure from the judicial standpoint 36:121*
Trials of lawsuits and perils of over-trial 35:237*
Verdict, see Jury this index
War offenders, see International Law
Witnesses, the art of direct and cross-examination 31:310*
TRUSTS
Amortization of bond premiums and discounts, legal justice
vs. trustee convenience 28:591t
Charitable foundations and their benefits _34:630*
Creditors and - _ _ 33:655t
Estate planning for farmers and 34:365*
Inter-vivos
- possibility of reverter and estate taxation - -- 28:624t
- where the grantor is treated as the substantial owner -- 34:472*
Investments, forms and kinds lawful for trust funds . ... 35:301*
Intangible trust property, tax situs of _ 27:98t
Legislation affecting, 1955 Nebraska Legislature ..... 35:297*
Marital deduction trust ___ __37:282*
Perpetuities, rule against in Nebraska 29:628t
Principal and income act 28:590t
Problems in drafting will and trusts -. 37:127*
Reciprocal Trusts - a tax avoidance device with
recuperative powers - 36:564*
Revocation, mistake of law ---- 29:106t
Short term
- administrative powers 34:490*
- and the 1954 Internal Revenue Code . - -34:478*
- definition of - _ - 34:472*
- estate and gift tax consequences of -- 34:473*
- income for benefit of grantor _34:494*
- income tax liability of grantor - 34:475*
- person other than grantor treated as substantial owner _34:498*
- power to control beneficial enjoyment _34:481*
- power to revoke __ _34:493*
- purpose of intress._34:472*
-reversionary interests .34:479*
- the five-year throwback rule __ _34:496*
Trustees, powers and authority relative to oil
and gas leases and contracts __ 35:301*
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UNAUTHORIZED PRACTICE OF LAW
See Practice
UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION
See Social Security
UNFAIR TRADE
See Trade Regulation
UNIFORM LAWS
See also Codes
Business Records Act 29:62*; 36:600f
Commercial Code 30:531*; 35:502t; 35:506t
Criminal Extradition Act 26:649t
Judicial Notice of Foreign Law Act 26:468t
Negotiable Instruments Law -27:430t; 27:485*; 29:96t; 30:531*; 34:141t
Principal and Income Act 28:590t
Reciprocal Enforcement of Support Act .34:148t
Vehicle Code 35:108t
UNITED NATIONS
See International Law and International Relations
VENDOR AND PURCHASER
See Contracts, Sales, Real Property, Specific Performance
VENUE
Federal
- actions 27:595t
- provisions, effect of non-resident motorists statute on _32:383*
Nebraska Statutes, Sec. 25-530 - venue or jurisdiction - 37:587t
Shareholder's derivative suit 32:443t
Under Federal Employers' Liability Act 29:129t
VERDICT
See Jury
WAR
See International Relations
WATER AND WATERCOURSES
See also Irrigation
Avulsion, change in stream by 26:122f; 28:395*
Apportionment of water between states 28:398*
Barge service, effect of railroad rate discriminations on _ 28:418t
Change in channel of stream 26:122t
Ground water
- definition of 35:19*
- legislation on, need for .29:645t
- Nebraska law 29:646t; 35:17*
- possible conflicts with surface water users 35:25*
- problems, possible legislative solution 35:27*
Irrigation
- ditches intersecting public highways in Nebraska,
maintenance of 31:417t
- interference with 26:8*
- interference with drainage 26:7*
Main channel, definition of 26:122
Percolating water 35:21*
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Rights
- acquirable in water 8__ _3 5:20*
- water, in Nebraska 29:385*
Riparian boundaries 26:121t; 28:395*; 28:397*
Riparian ownership - -26:121t
Seepage of water from canals or reservoirs,
damages, standard instruction re 33:128
Stream
- thread of 26:122t
- underground - -35:23*
Surface water users, possible conflicts with
ground water users __.35:25*
WILLS
See also Estates, Probate Law, Descent and
Distribution, Trusts
Drafting
- attestation clause _ _ _ __26:229*
- bequests lapsed, statutes of descent and distribution -- 26:231*
- classification of legacies and devises -26:228*
- devise of encumbered real estate -______ 26:228*
- estate planning and
- for farmers 34:365*
- in general ____ 27:263*
-- life insurance in ___ 3 4 34:459"
- in general .26:277*; 29:247*; 32:200*
- insurance and
- descent of insurance proceeds covering
extinguished specific bequests 33:116j
-- right of insured to change beneficiary by will .... 31:121t
libellous matter ....- 28:128t
- executor
- bond, provisions re -26:230*
-- naming, legal competency of 26:232*
- perpetuities, rule against in Nebraska . . .:628f
- problems in drafting 7 37:127*
- provisions for posthumous children -- .2 :26:228*
- suggested will clauses _____ -29:259*
- taxes
-- federal, to be considered 27:263*
- Nebraska apportionment act 132:517
Execution
- burden of proof of, standard instruction re -26:635
- signing by mark, standard instruction re 26:635
- statutory requirements ......... 26:229*
- testamentary capacity, see this topic under Proving below
- witnesses
- attestation clause - 2 26:229*
- attorney drawing will as 26:227*
- in general 26:226"
Probate
- advancements not specifically charged in will,
extinguished _____ 26:228*
- demonstrative legacies .....- 27:462t
- devise of encumbered real estate 26:228*
- duplicate original will .28:620t
- exempt personal property and claim in
lieu of homestead -. ____-___26:232*
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- executor, qualifications, appointment 26:233*
- inheritance by adopted child 32:68t
inventory, preparation and filing 26:230*
- issues, standard instruction re 26:635
- lapsed bequests, statutes of descent and distribution _26:231*
- lost will, statutory provisions of probate -24:296*
pleadings, standard instruction re 26:634
specific bequests, extinguished, descent of
insurance proceeds covering 33:116t
taxes
- federal 27:263*
-- Nebraska apportionment act 32:517*
testimony
- by attorney drawing will 26:227*
- by non-witnessing attorney, privileged
communications 31:111t
widow's allowance 26:232*
Proving
- duplicate original will 28:620t
- if jury finds will properly executed,
standard instruction re 26:635
- lost will
- establishment of 24:300t
- jurisdiction over 24:298*
- partial reestablishment 24:289*
- proof of ... 24:283*
- testamentary capacity
- burden of proof of, standard instruction re _ _ 26:636
- definition of, standard instruction re __26:636
- delusion, definition, standard instruction re __ 26:637
- mind of testator may be impaired, standard
instruction re _26:636
- statements of testator, standard instruction re __ 26:637
- time when testator must have, standard
instruction re 26:636
- under the proposed Model Probate Code - 35:295*
- undue influence
- burden of proof of, standard instruction re -26:638
- when jury to turn attention to question
of, standard instruction re 26:638
Revocation
- dependent relative -24:292*
- destruction or spoliation .. 24:294*
- incapacity for -24:291*
- partial 24:290*
- presumption of where lost 24:285*
- under proposed Model Probate Code 35:296*
WITNESSES
See also Discovery, Evidence, Wills
Competency, in actions involving the representatives
of a deceased person 31:1*
Cross-examination of 31:310*; 32:333*; 37:215*
Direct examination of 31:310*; 37:149*
Expert, see Evidence
Falsus in uno, falsus in omnibus 29:122t
Legal ethics - relations with opposing parties; witnesses
and counsel 37:722*
Non-defendant, right to privilege against self-incrimination
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in federal courts 30:643t
Privilege against self-incrimination, see Constitutional Law
Testimonial privilege, the journalist and his confidential source -35:562t
Trial procedure from the judicial standpoint _ 36:121*
WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION
See also Labor Law, Master and Servant, Social Security
Accident, "unusual exertion" as test .31:632t
Applicable to partner? - 27:447t
Injuries resulting from "horseplay" 28:130t
Lunch hour injury 31:500t
Nebraska
- extent of coverage of Nebraska law -_ _29:272*
- procedural problems in Nebraska cases -. 29:262*
- statutes 31:500t
Recovery for assaults by co-employees _32:128t
Trauma and tumors, cancer and cause -_ 31:635t
Some problems of subrogation in workman's compensation _ 36:135*
WORLD COURT
See International Law
ZONING
Necessary personal notice in zoning problems . ... 37:222*
The lawyer and the zoning problem __ 36:179*
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